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Nanofluids are liquids with stable suspension of nanoparticles. Limited studies in the past 
have shown that both energetic and catalytic nanoparticles once mixed with traditional 
liquid fuels can be advantageous in combustion applications, e.g., increased energy density 
and shortened ignition delay. Contradictions in existing literature, scarcity of experimental 
data and lack of understanding on how the added nanoparticles affect the physical 
properties as well as combustion characteristics of the resulting fuel motivated us to launch 
a detailed experimental and theoretical investigation.  
The surface tension of ethanol and n-decane based nanofluid fuels containing suspended 
nanoparticles were measured using the pendant drop method by solving the Young-Laplace 
equation.  The results show that surface tension increases both with particle concentration 
(above a critical concentration) and particle size.  This is because the Van der Waals forces 
between particles at the liquid/gas interface increases surface free energy that overcomes 
any electrostatic repulsion between the particles and increases surface tension.  This present 
work also reports experimental analysis of the latent heat of vaporization (Hfg) of 
nanofluids. Results show that the addition of Ag and Fe nanoparticles in water results is a 
substantial reduction in Hfg. On the contrary Al addition slightly increases Hfg. Similar 
observations are made for ethanol based nanofluids. Molecular dynamics simulations 
showed that the strength of bonding between particles and the fluid molecules is the 
governing factor in the variation of Hfg upon particle addition. 
xv 
The thermal conductivity was measured using KD2-Pro from Decagon Devices based on 
the transient line heat source method. The rheological properties of the ethanol and 
ethanol/nanoparticles suspensions are measured using a Stresstech® rotational rheometer. 
Both properties increased with increasing particle concentration. Trends are found to be 
consistent existing literature. Additionally, a droplet collision experiment was developed 
to understand the collision characteristics of nanofluids fuels, especially the effect of 
particle addition on collision regimes. It was found that as particle concentration increases, 
coalescence was seen over a wider the range of Webber numbers and collision parameters 
as compared to pure liquids. Enhancement in surface tension at room temperature 
conditions is hypothesized to be the main factor causing this shift. 
A primary goal of this study is to understand how particle addition impacts the combustion 
behavior of liquid fuels. A droplet stream flame was used to measure the burning rate of 
ethanol droplets with the addition of aluminum (80nm) and graphite nanoparticles (50nm 
and 100nm). Results indicate that as particle concentration is increased, the burning rate of 
the resulting nanofluid droplet also increases. The maximum enhancement of 140 % was 
observed with the addition of 3 wt.% 80nm aluminum nanoparticles. The burning rate 
enhancement is mainly attributed to the strong radiation absorption by the nanofluid fuels 
from the flame. Computational models were developed to determine the ratio of radiation 
retention by the entire depth of the fluid (volumetric absorptivity) using optical properties 
of both the particles and the fluid. Furthermore, the penetration of radiation within the 
nanofluid was quantified using the well-known Monte Carlo algorithm. Results indicate 
that radiation absorption by the hybrid droplet does play a role in the enhancement of 
burning rate. More importantly, the absorption is not uniform within the hybrid droplet. It 
is localized in the region near the droplet surface, promoting localized boiling. This 
mechanism is believed to be responsible for the observed increase in burning rate. 
An experimental as well as numerical investigation on the evaporation characteristics of 
nanofluid fuels was conducted. The present study aims to determine the contribution of 
near-Infrared (NIR) radiation (wavelength 2.3 µm) on the evaporation rates of ethanol 
based nanofluid fuel droplets. Studying pure evaporation allows for simplification of the 
xvi 
vaporization process by eliminating the complexities that arise with the combustion of 
nanofluid fuels. Experimental results show an enhancement in vaporization rates of 
graphite in ethanol nanofluid droplets in the presence of a 2mW, 2300nm IR laser. The 
initial vaporization rates increased as a function of particle concentration. As particle 
concentration is increased, we witnessed enhanced deviation from the D2 Law. This is 
mainly attributed to the accumulation of particles at the droplets surface which leads to a 
continuously reducing evaporation rate. A theoretical investigation was conducted to 
isolate and quantify the effect of incident radiation on the vaporization rates of the 
nanofluid fuels. The effects of radiation absorption will be incorporated in the traditional 
droplet vaporization model. The Monte Carlo method coupled with Mie theory and Beer–
Lambert law of volumetric absorption is used to estimate the radiation penetration into the 
nanofluid. The model predicts that with the introduction IR radiation, the vaporization rate 
of the nanofluid droplet is expected to increase as a function of particle concentration and 
time. This is due to rise in droplet surface temperature through higher radiation absorption 
near the droplet surface at higher particle loadings. The disparity in experimental and 
computation results arise from the omission of particle accumulation behavior from the 
computational model.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Nanofluids are liquids with stable suspension of nanometer sized particles (1-100 nm).  The 
nanoparticles used in nanofluids are typically made of metals, oxides, carbides, or carbon 
nanotubes.  Studies from the past decade show that this innovative class of composite fluid 
exhibit much higher thermophysical properties such as thermal conductivity and diffusivity 
as compared to the base fluid, and thus can be used for more effective cooling or heating 
for various thermal and energy applications [1-3]. 
Recently, the combustion and propulsion community has increasing interest in developing 
high-performance nanofluid-type fuels.  The idea is to suspend nanomaterials (such as 
nano-energetic particles and nano-catalysts) in traditional liquid fuels to enhance 
performance.  Previous studies have shown nanofluid fuels with the addition of energetic 
nanomaterials such as aluminum and boron and nano-catalyst such cerium oxide have 
shown promising performance [4-11], e.g., higher energy release, shortened ignition delay, 
increased burning rate, increased ignition probability,  and enhanced catalytic effect. While 
several studies have explored the combustion behavior of nanofluid-type fuels, their 
physical properties such as latent heat of vaporization, surface tension and nanofluid 
droplet collision behavior have rarely been studied. Furthermore, existing works on thermal 
conductivity and viscosity have yet to pave way to accurate predictions through knowledge 
of existing hypothesis. The following section summarizes existing knowledge on the 
physical properties of nanofluids. 
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1.1 Physical Properties of Nanofluid Fuels 
1.1.1 Surface Tension 
Surface tension is defined as the force acting over the surface of the liquid per length of 
the surface perpendicular to the force [2].  Surface tension has a significant impact on 
boiling process as bubble departure and interfacial equilibrium depends on it [2, 12, 13].  
The wetting behavior of nanofluids is of particular interest to the microfluidics community, 
in which surface tension plays an important role.  And a reduction in surface tension leads 
to an enhancement of wettability of the fluid [14-16].  For combustion as well as 
pharmaceutical and paint coating applications spray characteristics such as droplet size, 
distribution and spray angle largely depend on surface tension.  
However, there exists contradiction in the literature on the effects nanoparticle addition has 
on the surface tension of nanofluids as compared to the base fluids. Moosav et al. [17] 
demonstrated that the surface tension of base fluid (ethylene glycol) increases by a little 
over 7% with the addition of 3.0 vol.% ZnO nanoparticles.  The authors attributes this to 
the accumulation of nanoparticles at the surface of the base fluid [17].  Golubovic et al. 
[12] showed that for low Al2O3 and BiO2 nanoparticle concentrations, there is very little 
deviation of surface tension from that of the base fluid, water.  In a similar study by Kim 
et al. [13], it was observed that the surface tension started to increase after the addition of 
0.01 vol.% alumina nanoparticles. Murshed et al. [18] and Kumar et al. [19] both showed 
that surface tension of carbon nanotube based nanofluids was higher than that of the base 
fluid, water.  An opposite trend, however, was observed when Murshed et al. [20] tested 
TiO2/water nanofluids.  They showed that the addition of TiO2 to water reduced the surface 
tension of the resulting nanofluid at room temperature from that of water.  The authors 
believe this reduction in surface tension is attributed to the Brownian motion and the 
adsorption of nanoparticles at the interfaces.  Additionally, a study by Vefaei et al. [21] 
with Bi2Te3/water nanofluids showed that the surface tension decreased with increasing 
particle concentration until it reached a minimum and then increased with increasing 
particle concentration.  The authors believe accumulation of nanoparticles at the gas-liquid 
interface to be responsible for the surface tension behavior.  Furthermore, for most studies 
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involving nanofluids, a surfactant or dispersant is necessary to be added to the mixture to 
obtain stable nanofluids.  This may also influence surface tension.  Recent work of Chen 
et al. [16] shows that adding surfactant to the nanofluid reduces its surface tension.   
There exist contradictory conclusions regarding the changes of surface tension as a result 
of addition of nanoparticles.  It is not clear at the moment whether the surface tension will 
increase or decrease and what mechanisms are responsible for such behavior.  This 
motivated us to launch a thorough experimental investigation on how nanoparticles effect 
surface tension of various liquids. The nanomaterials considered in this study include Al, 
B, Al2O3, and MWCNTs.  The former two are energetic metals with high energy density; 
the latter two are potential catalysts.  
1.1.2 Latent heat of vaporization 
Latent heat of vaporization, Hfg, (energy needed to vaporize a liquid) is an important 
property in many thermal applications [22]. However, there are very few studies that have 
examined Hfg of nanofluids. It is one of the critical parameters in determining the burning 
rate of liquid fuels [23, 24]. Sabourin et al. [8, 25], McCown et al. [26] and Tanvir et al. 
[27] recently have shown that a small amount of addition of energetic or catalytic 
nanoparticles in a liquid fuel significantly enhances the burning rate of the resulting fuel. 
This is a significant finding because higher burning rate indicates more efficient 
combustion and potentially smaller combustor. The mechanisms responsible for burning 
rate enhancement, however, are complex, which require investigations of the effect of 
radiation absorption by the nanoparticles, possible enhancement in surface area for 
evaporation due to particle wetting, variation of surface tension and surface energy at 
higher temperatures, as well as changes in latent heat of vaporization, all as a result of 
particle addition. 
To fully understand the effects of adding nanoparticles to the base liquid on the 
enhancement of burning rate, it is important to quantify the changes in Hfg upon particle 
addition. From the scarce literature available, we find contradictory results. While studying 
Hfg of Al2O3/water nanofluids, experimental analysis conducted by Ameen et al. [22] shows 
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a ~20% enhancement of Hfg with 2 vol.% addition of Al2O3 nanoparticles. Molecular 
dynamics modeling results of a platinum/water nanofluid also show an enhancement of 
~20% with a 2 vol.% addition of platinum nanoparticles (particle size ~0.6 nm). Zhu et al. 
[28] however found a ~16% reduction in Hfg with the addition of only 0.4 vol.% of Al2O3 
and 0.5 vol.% SiO2 nanoparticles in water. More recent experimental work by Lee et al. 
[29] observed an opposite trend for graphite/water and silver/water nanofluids. It was found 
that adding 0.1 vol.% of 30 nm graphite to deionized water results in a 36% increase in Hfg. 
On the contrary, once 0.1 vol.% silver was added to deionized water, Hfg reduces by 30%. 
The authors attribute this behavior to the ability of the nanoparticles to break and reform 
hydrogen bonds around the nanoparticles. Graphite was attributed to strengthen these 
hydrogen bonds which resulted in an increase in Hfg. Silver on the other hands is thought 
to weaken these bonds resulting in a reduction in Hfg.  
Motivated by these, an experiment was developed to measure Hfg of selected nanofluids. 
Water and ethanol were considered as the base fluid. Nanoparticles of various materials, 
sizes and concentrations were considered as additives. The experiment was supplemented 
by molecular dynamics simulations which calculate Hfg based on the total enthalpy of the 
system prior to and after vaporization from a molecular level. Results from both 
experiments and molecular dynamics simulations show that the change in Hfg upon 
nanoparticle additional is heavily dependent on the type of the particle used. For example, 
a 25% reduction in Hfg was observed when only 1 wt.% of Ag was added to water. An 
opposite trend was observed for Al addition in water. Molecular dynamics simulations 
reveal that the different trends in Hfg observed are a result of the strength of bonds formed 
between the particles and the water molecules. These results are presented in more detail 
later in the document (Section 3.6). 
1.1.3 Thermal Conductivity 
In comparison to the limited studies in surface tension and latent heat of vaporization, 
nanofluids have attracted a lot more attention in the heat transfer community. Substantial 
research effort has been put into exploring the heat transfer properties of nanofluids, with 
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particular interest in the enhanced thermal conductivity of nanofluids, and nanofluid-type 
fuels.   
Gan et al. [30] summarized the contributions of researchers studying the thermal 
conductivity enhancement by adding nanomaterials to liquids: 
“Numerous studies show that nanofluids exhibit a significant enhancement in thermal 
conductivity in comparison to the base fluid [31-35].  Because of this unique property, they 
have great potential to be used in different kinds of energy and thermal systems as an 
advanced heat transfer fluid, e.g., advanced cooling of electronics systems and micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS) [31]. Researchers have presented several hypotheses 
to explain the enhancement of thermal conductivity in the presence of nanoparticles [36-
41]. One of the more popular explanations finds its roots in the random Brownian motion 
of nanoparticles. Another proposes that the layered structure is acting as a thermal bridge 
between a solid nanoparticle and a bulk liquid. Despite the availability of vast literature on 
the subject, our understanding of the thermal conductivity of nanofluids is still incomplete. 
Steven Choi was the first to realize that the thermal conductivity of host fluids could be 
significantly enhanced with very small amount of nano-sized particles [34]. From a 
plethora of research that followed we note that the enhancement is shown to depend on the 
nanoparticle material, volume fraction, spatial distribution, size, and shape, as well as the 
base fluid type, temperature, and PH value. Eastman et al. in their work found that the 
thermal conductivity of ethylene glycol based nanofluid is 40% higher than that of pure 
base fluid at a particle (10 nm copper nanoparticles) concentration of just 0.3 vol.% [42]. 
Complex nanostructures such as multiwall carbon nanotubes have also been adopted in 
nanofluids and a highest enhancement ever was achieved ─ 150% increase in thermal 
conductivity at 1 vol.% [43].  
Experimental investigation in the current work and previous studies show that nanofluids 
have thermal conductivity which is higher than the effective thermal conductivity predicted 
by the classical Effective Medium Theory (EMT). Numerous explanations have been 
proposed to explain why that is that case. Some attribute this departure to the Brownian-
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motion-driven convection in nanofluids. While others say that larger thermal conductivity 
of an ordered liquid layer at particle interfaces along with nanoparticle aggregation, near 
field radiation and ‘tunneling’ of heat-carrying phonons from one particle to another cause 
this inconsistency. 
Maxwell theory too always underestimates the enhanced thermal conductivity of 
nanofluids. Based on this, Yu and Choi [44] proposed an innovative Maxwell model that 
considers ordered nano-layer as thermal bridge between a solid particle and the liquid base 
fluid. This was however unable to explain the nonlinear behavior of thermal conductivity. 
A dynamic model accounting for the Brownian motion of nanoparticles was later used to 
predict the temperature-dependent properties of nanofluids [44]. Nano-convection induced 
by Brownian motion was also proposed [45] to explain the enhanced thermal conductivity. 
Near field radiation between nanoparticles was also proposed to explain the unusual high 
thermal conductivity. Molecular dynamics simulations show that the radiative heat 
exchange between two silica nanoparticles bolsters thermal conductivity significantly [46]. 
Particle aggregation is an inevitable phenomenon in nanofluids and it is attributed to be 
responsible for the enhanced thermal conductivity [47]. Fractal theory is typically used to 
calculate the contribution from aggregates to enhanced thermal conductivity [48, 49]. And 
the results from Fractal theory are used to predict the total thermal conductivity from 
revised effective medium theory.  
Although experimental values on the thermal conductivity of nanofluids in the literature 
show a wide variety of results, it is still however difficult to establish a theory that can 
consistently predict the behavior of nanofluids.” 
The present study experimentally explores the thermal conductivity of aluminum and 
alumina nanofluids.  
1.1.4 Viscosity 
The viscosity of the fluid is also affected by the addition of nanoparticles and the nanofluids 
can either display Newtonian or non-Newtonian behavior. The viscosity of nanofluids 
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largely depends on the concentration of particles, particle size, temperature and the 
preparation and stabilization methods used to form the nanoparticle suspension [2, 50-52]. 
It has been found that the viscosity of the resulting nanofluids is enhanced by increasing 
particle concentration and decrease with increasing  temperature [2, 52-54] . For dilute 
suspensions containing small particles, the effective viscosity is given by Einstein’s 
equation although experimentally measured viscosities tend to deviate from classical 
models as these do not take into account particle aggregation or temperature. Nanofluids 
have also been found to exhibit shear thinning (decrease in fluid viscosity as the shear stress 
rate is increased) [2]. Shear thinning may be dependent on the concentration of 
nanoparticles, range of shear rate as well as the individual viscosity of base fluid [50].   
Chen et al. studied the rheological behavior of nanofluids using spherical TiO2 particles at 
different temperatures suspended in ethylene glycol. It was found that the shear viscosity 
was strongly dependent on temperature and nanoparticle concentration whereas the relative 
viscosity of the nanofluid was independent of the temperature. In addition, the non-
Newtonian behavior is characterized by a characteristic shear rate (which decreases with 
increasing nanoparticle concentration, increasing base fluid viscosity or increasing the size 
of the nanoparticle agglomerates). The EG-based TiO2 nanofluids were found to exhibit 
Newtonian behavior unlike previously reported results using water - TiO2 nanofluids which 
exhibited non-Newtonian behavior at low shear rates. This behavior indicates that the 
viscosity is affected by properties of base fluid and nanoparticles and the interactions 
between them. Viscosity increase is a function of particle concentration but independent of 
temperature. Moreover, nanofluid viscosity was found to increase with increasing 
nanoparticle concentration in a nonlinear manner and is under predicted by classical 
models. The rheological behavior of nanofluids is divided into 4 groups based on the 
particle volume concentration 
€ 
ϕ  being these: (i) dilute nanofluids (0 < 
€ 
ϕ  < 0.001) where 
the Einstein’s model is applicable and no shear thinning behavior is observed, (ii) semi-
dilute nanofluids (0.001 < 
€ 
ϕ  < 0.05) where there is some degree of aggregation of 
nanoparticles, no shear thinning and the shear viscosity fits the modified Krieger-
Dougherty equation, (iii) semi-concentrated nanofluids (0.05 < 
€ 
ϕ  < 0.1) which has 
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aggregation and shear thinning and the shear viscosity still fits the modified Krieger-
Dougherty equation and (iv) concentrated nanofluids (
€ 
ϕ  > 0.1) [50]. 
Masoumi et al. developed a new model for calculating the effective viscosity (the addition 
of base fluid and apparent viscosities) of nanofluids by considering the Brownian motion 
of nanoparticles. The model developed assumes that the Reynolds number of nanoparticles 
is much less than one and a homogeneous inter-particle spacing and distribution of 
nanoparticles with no interactions between them. The effective viscosity was found to be 
a function of the Brownian velocity of the particles (which depends on the temperature), 
the density and diameter of nanoparticles and the distance between them.  The model was 
found to predict the effective viscosity of nanofluids at different nanoparticle mean 
diameters, volume fraction and temperature variations [55]. 
Li et al. explains, in detail, the classification, preparation and important features of 
nanofluids. Regarding the preparation of nanofluids, there are two distinct methods that 
can be used being these: a single-step and a two-step method. The single-step method is 
defined as “the process combining the preparation of nanoparticles with the synthesis of 
nanofluids, for which the nanoparticles are directly prepared by physical vapor deposition 
(PVD) technique or liquid chemical method.” The two-step method is defined as “the 
process of dispersing nanoparticles into base liquids where nanoparticles, nanofiber or 
nanotubes are first produced as a dry powder by inert gas condensation, chemical vapor 
deposition, mechanical alloying or other suitable techniques, and the nanosized powder is 
the dispersed into a fluid in a second processing step.” The main difference between both 
methods is that the agglomeration is more likely to occur for a two-step method preparation 
and the stability of the fluids is decreased. The stability of nanofluids is discussed in detail. 
Aggregation occurs due to the high surface activity of nanoparticles [53]. Sedimentation is 
the simplest and most reliable technique for evaluating aggregation but Zeta potential 
analysis is also available. It is reported that there are no standardized methods for 
quantifying the stability of nanofluids and that it is a challenging task to compare the 
stability reported by different authors as it has demonstrated a strong dependence on 
particle and base fluid characteristics [53].   
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A good understanding of the effects of aggregation on the viscosity of nanofluids is 
important as aggregation can change the behavior and properties of nanofluids. 
Nonaggregating fluids are defined as stable [56]. Kole and Day investigated the effect of 
aggregation on the viscosity of copper oxide-gear oil nanofluids with the addition of 
surfactant to stabilize the suspension. The viscosity was found to be strongly dependant on 
both CuO concentration and on temperature. The Newtonian behavior of gear oil was 
changed to non-Newtonian when the CuO particle concentration increased.  Shear thinning 
was observed for nanofluids containing CuO volume fraction 
€ 
ϕ> 0.005 for low shear strain 
rates and the modified Krieger-Dougherty equation predicted the nanofluid viscosity. It 
was reported an increase in viscosity of up to 3 times that of the base fluid viscosity. 
Sonication and magnetic force agitation were used to homogenize the suspension. 
Sedimentation was not reported even after thirty days from the sample preparation. 
Classical models were found to misrepresent the experimental findings [57]. Shima et al. 
also investigated the influence of aggregation on thermal conductivity and viscosity of 
nanofluids. The viscosity measurements were performed using both stable and unstable 
Kerosene-based iron oxide and ethyl glycol-based copper oxide nanofluids. The viscosity 
ratio of both nanofluids increases with particle concentration and it was found to be time 
dependant for EG based CuO nanofluids (with increasing viscosity ratio as time increased) 
and time independent for Kerosene based iron oxide nanofluids. The viscosity 
enhancement at higher particle concentration was explained due to the aggregation. 
Classical models such as Einstein’s equation greatly under predicted the enhancement in 
viscosity. Particle clustering was observed for CuO nanofluids but not for iron oxide 
nanofluids [56].   
Duan et al. reported the effects of nanoparticle aggregation in water-based Al2O3 
nanofluids with dispersants and a volume concentration ranging between 1 to 5%. The 
experiment was carried out 2 weeks after the sample was prepared. The nanofluids 
exhibited Non-Newtonian behavior prior sonication of the samples and Newtonian 
behavior after sonication. It was found that the viscosity increased as the volume 
concentration increased. Before sonication, shear thinning was observed up to a shear rate 
of 40 s-1 for higher concentrations. The measured viscosity was higher than that predicted 
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by classical models because of agglomeration. According to the author “Once 
agglomeration is formed a larger stress is necessary to break the ligand structure among 
particles when shearing takes place; therefore, a high relative viscosity is observed.” Once 
sonication was applied, the samples exhibited Newtonian behavior and the relative 
viscosity decreased relative to the samples before sonication [58]. 
Continuing, a vast amount of literature is found regarding the viscosity of alumina-based 
nanofluids in different base fluids. Experiments done on alumina-based nanofluids have 
shown that the relative viscosity is not a strong function of temperature or particle diameter 
but rather a strong function of nanoparticle volume fraction [53].  Prasher et al. [54] 
examined the viscosity of alumina-based nanofluids suspended in propylene glycol (PG) 
at various shear rates, temperature ranging from 30 to 60 °C, nanoparticle diameter ranging 
from 27 to 50 nm and volume fractions of up to 3%. Non-Newtonian behavior for dilute 
suspensions was observed at low shear rates while nanofluids behave as a Newtonian fluid 
for higher shear rates.  
Egan et al. [59] reported the viscosity of Al2O3 nanofluids in micro and mini tube flow 
using capillary and rotational viscometers. Samples with particle concentrations ranging 
from 0.3 to 6.3% showed Newtonian behavior. Both, increasing particle volume fraction 
and smaller particles result in viscosity enhancement. This paper questions the validity of 
traditional rotational viscometers employing cone and plate or concentric cylinder 
geometries to test the viscosity of nanofluids due to the assumption that the nanoparticles 
are homogeneously dispersed in the base fluid. In this experiment a rotational viscometer 
was used to measure the viscosity at low shear rates and a tube flow apparatus was used to 
measure the viscosity for medium and high shear rates. The results suggest that well 
disperse nanofluid suspensions can be modeled as Newtonian fluids. Both apparatus used 
gave fairly similar results indicating that the diameter of the tube flow apparatus did not 
have a dominant influence on the measurements. Classical models were found to under-
predict the viscosity of the samples. However, aggregation theory can be used in 
combination with the Krieger-Dougherty equation to give good results up to a particle 
diameter of 42 nm [59]. Pastoriza-Gallego et al. measured the viscosity of ethylene glycol-
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based Al2O3 nanofluids at several concentrations up to 25% mass fraction, constant shear 
rate (123 s-1) and different temperatures (ranging from 283-323 K) using a rotational 
viscometer. The results show that an increase in particle concentration and decrease in 
temperature increase the viscosity of the nanofluid. Newtonian behavior and viscosity 
enhancement of twice the viscosity of the base fluid are observed [51, 52]. 
The viscosity of aluminum and alumina based nanofluids are investigated in the current 
work to gain an understanding of how nanoparticle concentration, particle size and particle 
type influences the viscosity of the resulting nanofluid fuel. 
1.2 Combustion Characteristics 
High-performance nanofluid-type fuels have received increasing interest recently. 
Energetic nanoparticles such as aluminum (Al) have high combustion energy and have 
been used as additives in propellants and explosives. Compared to micron sized particles, 
nanoparticles offer shortened ignition delay, faster burning rate and more complete 
combustion [60, 61]. The unique properties of nanoparticles could be used to enhance 
performance of current energy conversion systems when properly mixed with traditional 
liquid fuels, e.g., improving power output of propulsion systems and enhance ignition[10, 
11]. 
Studies on the ignition and burning behavior of nanofluid-type fuels, however, are scarce. 
Tyagi et al. [9] studied the ignition properties of Al/diesel and Al2O3/diesel fuels using a 
simple hot plate experiment. The results showed enhancement in ignition probability as 
compared to pure diesel fuels alone. Beloni et al. [62] studied the effect of adding metallic 
additives such as Al, alloyed Al0.7Li0.3and nano-composites 2B+Ti to decane on flame 
length, flame speed, emissions and temperature over a lifted laminar flame burner. Allen 
et al. [5] found that the addition of a small amount of Al nanoparticles to n-dodecane and 
ethanol in a shock tube significantly reduces ignition delay time of both fuels. Van Devener 
et al. [10, 11] studied ignition and combustion of JP-10 with the addition ofCeO2 
nanoparticles and later boron nanoparticles coated with a CeO2 catalytic layer. The results 
showed a significant reduction in the ignition temperature of JP-10. Rotavera et al. [63] 
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found that the addition of CeO2 nanoparticles in toluene significantly reduced soot 
deposition on the shock tube walls under high fuel concentration conditions.  
Sabourin et al. [8, 25, 64] investigated the burning characteristics of monopropellants 
consisting of liquid nitromethane and nanoparticles of graphene, and silicon- and 
aluminum-based oxides. The results show that a small addition of nanomaterials results in 
a substantial increase in burning rate. This is attributed to the nanoparticles having a 
significantly large surface area which increases the rate of nitromethane decomposition. 
McCown et al. [65] later explored the effect of adding higher energy density metallic 
nanoparticles such as Al on the burning rate of nitromethane and found 5 wt.% addition of 
Al resulted in a burning rate increase by 71-300% depending on the operating pressure. 
However, the mechanism was not clear. Several mechanisms could potentially explain the 
burning rate enhancement  phenomenon  as  a  result  of  particle  addition,  e.g., reduction 
in surface tension and surface energy at the liquid/gas interface,  radiation  absorption  of  
nanoparticles,  and  a  physical interaction  between  the  particles  and  ethanol (wetting) 
increasing the interface area between the gas and liquid phases. It was not clear which 
mechanism was dominant. It was hypothesized that enhanced heat transport through 
radiation absorption and emission by the nanoparticles was one of the mechanisms 
responsible for this behavior. 
Gan et al. [66] explored the burning characteristics of single fuel droplets (in the range of 
0.5 – 2.5 mm in diameter) containing nano- and micro-sized Al particles. For the same 
particle concentrations, the microexplosive behavior was more aggressive in the micro-
suspensions as compared to the nano-suspensions. This was attributed to the difference in 
the structure of the agglomerates formed during the evaporation and combustion process. 
Gan et al. [6] later studied the combustion behavior of boron and iron based nanofluid fuels 
because boron and iron have higher energy density than Al. “The burning behaviors of 
dilute and dense suspensions were compared. For dense nano-suspensions, most particles 
were burned as a large agglomerate at a later stage when all the liquid fuel had been 
consumed. Sometimes this agglomerate may not burn if the energy provided by the droplet 
flame is insufficient. For dilute suspensions, the burning characteristics were characterized 
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by a simultaneous burning of both the droplet and the particles, which integrated into one 
stage.” [66]  
Nanofluid combustion is an extremely complex phenomenon.  Since the nanofluid fuel 
contains both liquid and nano-sized solid particles, the combustion process becomes multi-
phase, multi-component and multi-scale.  During the combustion of nanofluid fuels it is 
expected that multiple simultaneous processes take place: liquid fuel vaporization, 
combustion of that liquid fuel in the gaseous phase, burning of the solid nanoparticles, mass 
and energy transfer between the three phases, and dynamics of the particles. In most studies 
of droplet combustion in the literature, radiation absorption by the droplet is usually 
neglected. This is because most liquid fuels are nearly transparent to the radiation emission 
from a flame. This, however, may not be true for a nanofluid droplet. It was hypothesized 
that the absorption of radiation by the nanoparticles within the droplet may enhance 
burning.  
These studies show that the combustion behavior of nanofluid-type fuels depend on 
multiple factors such as the type, size and concentration of the nanoparticles added. 
Furthermore, the unique physical properties of nanofluids such as enhanced thermal 
conductivity and optical properties may also affect their burning behavior [7, 67]. Our 
earlier studies [6, 66] examined the burning characteristics of large droplets in the range of 
0.5-2.5 mm and found particle aggregation plays an important role on the combustion 
behavior. For smaller droplets such as in a spray, however, particle aggregation may be a 
less-serious issue. This is because the aggregation timescale may be much longer than the 
characteristic droplet-burning timescale, which means that until the droplet is completely 
evaporated and burned, the particles inside may have insufficient time to form a solid 
aggregate. This would essentially change the distinctive combustion stages and the overall 
burning characteristics. Another open question is how the addition of nanoparticle would 
affect droplet burning rate and what mechanisms are responsible for that effect. 
Motivated by this, the current authors studied the effect of nano-Al addition on the burning 
rate of ethanol [68]. Results indicated that a small amount of addition of Al nanoparticles 
significantly enhanced droplet burning rate. For example, with 5 wt. % addition of Al 
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nanoparticles in ethanol, the droplet burning rate increased by 140%. It was also observed 
that droplet size had little effect on burning rate. A simple model was developed to estimate 
the absorption of radiation energy emitted from the flame by the nanoparticles, which may 
be responsible for burning rate enhancement as more energy is available for evaporation. 
Results showed that absorption of radiation energy by the nanoparticles indeed plays an 
important role in energy transfer and cannot be neglected. However, this model adopted 
several assumptions. It considered radiation absorption by nanoparticles only and 
neglected the complex interactions between radiation waves and the two-phase media in 
the droplet. The predicted enhancement in radiation energy absorption as a function of 
particle concentration did not however correlate well with the measured burning rates for 
the smaller droplet size but showed good agreement with the burning rate of the larger 
droplet size. Nevertheless, a better model is required to quantitatively understand the 
radiation absorption behavior of nanofluid type fuels.  
The current study reports experimentally obtained data on the burning rate variation of 
graphite based nanofluid fuels and explains how the optical properties of graphite at the 
nanoscale affect the radiation absorption of incoming infrared radiation. This is done to get 
insight as to how the radiation is absorbed and then distributed within the nanofluid droplet 
and whether the addition of graphite has significant impact on the absorption behavior of 
ethanol. Graphite was chosen mainly because its reflective index, especially at nanoscale, 
is better defined than the other nanoparticles such as aluminum, which helped to improve 
the accuracy of the models. Furthermore, a number of researchers have studied the 
combustion characteristics of liquid hydrocarbon fuels mixed with carbon particles [69-
72]. The motivation was to utilize cheap and abundant coal to enhance energy security and 
burning of liquid fuels. Due to their ability to efficiently absorb radiation, carbon based 
nanofluids have been used extensively in harnessing solar energy in the form of collectors 
and solar water heaters. Furthermore, applications of carbon based nanofluids can also be 
found in thermal energy storage, solar cells as well as their use in solar stills [73]. Carbon 
nanotubes as well as graphite nanoparticles have been used in solar collectors to increase 
collector efficiency due to enhancements in radiation absorption [74, 75]. It has also been 
observed that with a small addition of a carbon nanostructure to a liquid can substantially 
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reduce the transmittance of radiation through the resulting nanofluid [75]. Recent work by 
Gan et al [67] also showed that carbon based nanofluids have a much lower transmittance 
than that of pure ethanol.  
Ethanol was chosen because it is a polar fuel. As a result, the nanofluid fuels exhibit good 
suspension quality even without the use of a surfactant, which, otherwise, would 
complicate the analysis. A droplet stream experiment [68] was used to determine the 
burning rate of ethanol with the addition of graphite nanoparticles. Both SEM (scanning 
electron microscopy) of the burnt graphite samples and a time scale analysis (droplet 
evaporation time scale vs. particle aggregation time scale) indicate that aggregation does 
occur. However, its severity is not to the extent predicted in literature due to the small 
timescales involved in the current work. 
The goal of our computational models is one to determine the ratio of radiation retention 
by the entire depth of the fluid (volumetric absorptivity) using optical properties of both 
the particles and the fluid, and second to determine the penetration of radiation within the 
nanofluid using the well-known Monte Carlo algorithm that incorporates the optical 
properties of the nanofluid.  
The first model utilizes optical properties of graphite nanoparticle and ethanol as well as 
Mie theory to determine the volumetric absorptivity of the resulting nanofluid. Note the 
volumetric absorptivity is a “property” of the fluid, which does not reflect the dynamic 
process of light absorption, scattering and extinction spatially in a nanofluid. It simply 
gives an idea how much radiation energy can be absorbed by the two-phase fluid and how 
much radiation energy can penetrate. The method to determine volumetric absorptivity is 
commonly used in nanofluids research regarding their radiation properties for various 
applications [74-78]. Researchers have shown that even a small amount of nanoparticle 
addition (less that 1 wt.%) can result in a near complete absorption of incoming radiation 
[21]. Assuming that nanoparticles are evenly distributed within the nanofluid, the optical 
properties of the nanofluid remain constant at all depths from the surface. Our group 
previously measured the transmission spectrum of several nanofluids [67]; the results show 
that the computed extinction (absorption and scattering) coefficients by treating the 
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nanofluid as a whole entity (using volume fraction or number density) gave comparable 
results to the measured data 
It is also believed that the incoming radiation is not uniform within the nanofluid due to 
the extinction by the nanoparticles which have encountered radiation. This is the reason we 
carried out Monte Carlo simulation to determine the spatial distribution of the absorbed 
radiation with in the nanofluid. The Monte Carlo technique, based on the random walks 
that photons make as they travel through a medium, simulates light propagation in the 
medium. The results show that most of the radiation energy from the flame is localized to 
and absorbed by the nanoparticles closest to the gas/liquid surface. This means that the 
nanoparticles near the droplet surface absorbed most of the incoming radiation energy and 
little was left for the particles near the center of the droplet. We believe the localized boiling 
at and near the surface of the droplet promote faster vaporization of liquid ethanol and is 
mainly responsible for droplet burning rate increase.  
1.3 Evaporation Characteristics 
The complex nanofluid combustion is an extremely difficult process to fully comprehend. 
This largely due to the fact that during the combustion of nanofluid fuels it is expected that 
multiple simultaneous processes take place: liquid fuel vaporization, combustion of that 
liquid fuel in the gaseous phase, burning of the solid nanoparticles, mass and energy 
transfer between the three phases, and dynamics of the particles. It is therefore our goal to 
simplify this process and focus our attention to only one of the processes: pure vaporization. 
In many combustion systems such as gas turbines and rocket engines, liquid fuel injectors 
spray a cloud of sub-millimeter droplets into the hot environment of the combustion 
chamber. This causes rapid vaporization of these fuel droplets. The process of vaporization 
is thus a critical component of the droplet combustion process. Motivated by our previous 
works, we have taken upon ourselves to investigate and understand the effects of near 
infrared radiation on the evaporation of graphite in ethanol nanofluid fuels. 
The vaporization behavior of nanofluids has rarely been studied. A portion of nanofluid 
evaporation literature focusses on the sessile droplet vaporization placed over a heated 
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surface [79-81]. Results showed a reduction is droplet vaporization rate during the pinning 
phase. Processes such as surface wetting dynamics, nanofluid dry out and nanoparticle 
residue formation on the heated surface were discussed in details. While exploring the 
vaporization of suspended water based nanofluid droplets, Chen et al. reported the droplet 
regression deviated from a constant evaporation rate and that the variation in latent heat of 
the vaporization during nanofluid vaporization was the contributing factor. More recent 
work by Gerken et al. [82] showed that the addition of aluminum nanoparticles to ethanol 
suppresses vaporization cause the initial vaporization rate to reduce. More recent work by 
Wei et al. [83] support this hypothesis. Particle aggregation was cited as the main 
contributor towards this reduction. Similar works by Gan et al. [84] shows that under 
natural or weak convection, the nanofluid fuel droplet regression deviates from the classical 
D2 Law due to substantial particle aggregation. Furthermore, it was also observed that for 
natural convection, aluminum particle addition to pure ethanol resulted in an increase in 
the initial vaporization rate. However, the vaporization rate continued to drop throughout 
the nanofluid droplet lifetime. A theoretical analysis showed that particle aggregation plays 
a significant role in the vaporization behavior of nanofluid droplets. In [84], the authors 
attribute this reduction in vaporization rate to the impedance of fluid pathways by particle 
aggregation in the interior of the droplet. An increase in particle concentration would 
increase the degree and rate of aggregation within the nanofluid droplet and hence lead to 
the potential reduction in the transport of the fluid from the interior to the surface of the 
droplet. In contrast, Derkachov et al. [85], Gerker et al. [82] and later Wei et al. [83] 
attribute the periodic reduction in nanofluid vaporization rate to the accumulation of 
nanoparticles on the regressing droplet surface. An non-dimensional Peclet number (Pe) 
was identified as the ratio of the evaporation and particle diffusion rates. The value of Pe 
(experimentally fitted) would determine the rate of shell formation at the droplet surface 
and hence the vaporization rate. The formation of the nanoparticle aggregate shell reduced 
the mass fraction of evaporating fluid at the surface and hence reduces vaporization rate. 
Gan et al. [86, 87] was amongst the first to explore the effects of radiation on the nanofluid 
vaporization behavior. Both experimental and theoretical analysis showed that nanofluids 
have the potential of being excellent absorber of a broad spectral range of incoming 
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radiation. Results indicated that nanofluids vaporize faster in the presence of ultraviolet-
visible radiation. Strong radiation absorption by the nanofluids was the governing factor 
for this enhancement in vaporization rate.   
From literature as well as through endeavors of our own group, we see that nanofluids 
become excellent absorbers of radiation. We hypothesize that the infrared radiation 
absorption by the nanofluid droplets is one of the primary mechanism contributing towards 
burning rate enhancement of liquids with the addition of nanoparticles [88]. Motivated by 
this, the current study solely focusses on the effect of incident near infrared radiation on 
the vaporization behavior of graphite in ethanol nanofluids. The study will help us 
understand and quantify the effects of radiation on the vaporization rates of nanofluid fuels. 
The study reports experimentally obtained data on the vaporization rate variation of 
graphite based nanofluid fuels and highlights the effect of radiation absorption. Graphite 
was chosen mainly because its reflective index, especially at nanoscale, is well known. 
Ethanol was chosen because it is a polar fuel. As a result, the nanofluid fuels exhibit good 
suspension quality even without the use of a surfactant, which, otherwise, would 
complicate the analysis.  
An experimental and modeling investigation is initiated to explore the effects of near IR 
radiation on the pure vaporization behavior of graphite in ethanol nanofluid fuels. An 
experimental that utilizes a uniform collimated near IR beam that completely engulfs a 
nanofluid droplet suspended on a thin SiC fiber. A high speed camera is used to monitor 
the size of the droplets under near IR radiation and natural convection. Results indicate that 
the presence of IR radiation increase the vaporization rate of nanofluid droplets.  The 
proposed model first utilizes MC results at experimental conditions, then solves the revised 
energy, mass and species conservation equations to isolate the effect of radiation absorption 
on the vaporization rates of nanofluids. The results show that under IR radiation, when 
particle concentration is increased, the temperature of the nanofluid droplet, particularly 
near the surface, increases. This is primarily due to the distribution/concentration of the 
absorbed radiation given by the Monte Carlo simulations. An increase in surface 
temperature promotes faster vaporization, leading to an overall increase in vaporization 
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rates. The droplet regression however, did not match with experimental results. This was 
due to the fact that particle dynamics, particle aggregation and capture at the surface of the 
droplet was not considered. Of the two process competing against each other to suppress 
(aggregation) or enhance (radiation absorption) vaporization rate, for this case, it is clear 
that the aggregation dominates proceedings. However, it is also evident that radiation 
absorption also plays an important role in droplet vaporization especially during the initial 
25% of the droplet lifetime.  
 
1.4 Research Objectives 
The objectives of this research are as follows: 
1. Measure the physical properties of selected nanofluids, including viscosity, thermal 
conductivity, surface tension, latent heat of vaporization and droplet collision behavior. 
The aim is to quantify the effects of particle concentration, size, type as well as effects 
of changing base fluids on these properties. Furthermore, we aim to identify the 
physical mechanisms responsible for the changes in physical properties that occur in 
the fluid due to nanoparticle addition. 
2. Determine the burning characteristics of sub-millimeter sized nanofluid droplets 
containing nanoparticles. Qualitatively analyze flame structure and burning stages of a 
droplet stream flame. Monitor the aggregation intensity as a function of particle 
concentration and nanofluid type. Quantify the burning rate and identify the 
mechanisms responsible for the variation of burning rate with changing particle 
concentration, particle size and droplet size.  
3. An experimental as well as numerical investigation on the evaporation characteristics 
of nanofluid fuels was conducted. The present study aims to determine the contribution 
of near-Infrared (NIR) radiation (wavelength 2.3 µm) on the evaporation rates of 
ethanol based nanofluid fuel droplets. Studying pure evaporation allows for 
simplification of the vaporization process by eliminating the complexities that arise 
with the combustion of nanofluid fuels.
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CHAPTER 2. FUEL PREPERATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 
This chapter encompasses the methods we used to prepare nanofluid fuels in a lab 
environment using commercially purchased nanomaterials. Also discussed are some of the 
physical and chemical techniques we used to delay particle aggregation and enhance the 
stability of the nanofluids.  
2.1 Nanofluid Preparation 
The nanofluid fuels are prepared using physical and chemical (where required) dispersion 
methodologies as discussed in the earlier studies [6, 66]. The appropriate amounts of 
particles were first vigorously stirred with the base fuel. This was followed by sonication 
of the colloidal mixture in an ultrasonic disrupter (Sharpertek, SYJ-450D) to minimize and 
delay particle agglomeration. The sonication was performed in an ice bath to maintain a 
constant temperature of the nanofluid. The sonicator generates a series of 4-second-long 
pulses with 4 second spacing. The mixture was sonicated for a duration between 8-30 
minutes.  
Ethanol, water and n-decane were considered as base fluids for the current study. 
Aluminum nanoparticles (averaged size of 80 nm, from Nano-structured & Amorphous 
Materials, Inc.) were considered as additives to ethanol. The amount of particles added was 
precisely measured using an analytical scale (Torban AGZN 100) with an accuracy of 0.1 
mg. Nanofluid samples prepared (0.1-5 wt.% aluminum in ethanol) maintained excellent 
suspension quality for over 2 hours without the presence of a surfactant. This is because 
ethanol is a polar and hydrophilic liquid. Hence a good suspension of nanoparticles with 
hydrophilic oxide surface in ethanol is maintained.
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The preparation of fuel mixtures requires to special care to achieve homogeneous, stable, 
long-term suspension and a low level of particle agglomeration. The methods are well 
presented and summarized by Gan et al. [30]: “Studies have shown that sonication and 
along with the addition of surfactants have the capacity to reduce the agglomeration of 
nanoparticles in nanofluids.  The theory of ultrasonic-induced
disruption in liquids is well known [89].  When a liquid is exposed to ultrasonic waves, the 
waves can propagate into the liquid and result in continuous high-pressure and low-
pressure cycles. As a result, mechanical stress will be applied to the attracting forces 
between the individual particles and thus separates the particles from one another and 
reduces agglomeration.  Adding a surfactant to the mixture can promote chemical 
stabilization of the suspension.  The mechanism is to overcome the van der Waals force 
between particles that lead to agglomeration by changing the surface properties of the 
suspended particles with a chemical agent [90].”  
 






(K at 1 atm) 
Viscosity 
(mPa·s at 20°C) 
n-Decane C10H22 142 447 0.92 
Ethanol C2H6O 46 352 1.2 
Sorbitan Oleate C24H44O6 428 852 1200-2000 
 
To reduce particle agglomeration in n-decane based nanofluids, we used Sorbitan Oleate 
(C24H44O6) as a surfactant, which is a typical surfactant used to enhance the stability of 
metal nanoparticles in n-alkanes [91].  Sorbitan Oleate has a hydrophilic-lipophilic balance 
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(HLB) of 4.3 and is also deemed very soluble with a variety of oils.  Its physical properties 
such as viscosity and boiling point, in comparison to the base fluids used in our 
investigation ( n-decane and ethanol) are shown in Table 1.  Sorbitan Oleate was initially 
mixed thoroughly with the liquid fuel, followed by particle addition and sonication.  
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of the steric stabilization mechanism by a long-chain surfactant 
molecule [30] 
Figure 2.1  shows how an absorbed surfactant layer is formed around the particles. Gan et 
al. [30] summarizes the phenomenon is the following manner: “An overlap of the surfactant 
layer will produce the repulsive forces to overcome the universal van der Waals attraction; 
thus stability is maintained.  It is noted that a sufficient amount of surfactant should be 
added to form a layer around each particle to produce the repulsive forces.  However, too 
much surfactant will form macromolecules (a long-chain molecule group) that are free in 
the solution, which is called depletion stabilization [92]. Depletion stabilization is not 
desirable in this study, since we expect the major components of the mixture to be liquid 
fuel and aluminum particles.” 
2.2 Stability Analysis 
2.2.1 Analysis through Physical Observation and Sedimentation 
Suspensions of ethanol/nano-Al can last for prolonged time periods of 24 hours without 
obvious sedimentation.  As described in Gan et al. [30]: “This could be because of ethanol’s 
ability to easily wet nano-Al particles with its high extraction power [93], and this ability 
may lead to the formation of weak gel structures around the particles.  As a result, the 
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sedimentation of the particles will be retarded and a stable suspension can be achieved.  
Another reason is that ethanol has a higher viscosity than n-decane (1.2 vs. 0.92 mPa·s at 
room temperature and atmospheric pressure).  Particles in ethanol move slower because of 
higher viscous force; thus the sedimentation rate is lower. Dispersible MWCNTs have 
much better suspension quality; good suspension was well maintained for at least 4 weeks.”  
Furthermore, the suspension quality of ethanol with Carbon and graphite nanoparticles can 
be maintained for more than 1 hour.  
The study of the agglomeration sizing for nanofluids was carried out using a Malvern 
Zetasizer apparatus, which  uses  dynamic  light  scattering  (DLS)  to  calculate  the  size  
of  the particles suspended in the base fluid. This is accomplished by measuring the 
Brownian motion of the particles and by illuminating the particles with a laser to analyze 
the intensity fluctuations of the scattered light.  In essence, the particles move in random 
paths because of Brownian motion so that small particles move more quickly than large 
particles. Because of this movement of particles, the reflected light from the laser beam 
increases or diminishes in intensity. The size distribution of the particles is calculated using 
a digital correlator, which measures the degree of similarity between two signals over a 
period of time.   
It can be concluded that that metallic energetic nanoparticles for better suspension quality 
in fluids in comparison to micron particles due to their smaller particle size and a very high 
specific surface area. In some case the presence of a surfactant can enhance stability due 
to the induced steric stabilization. Furthermore, the suspension quality in ethanol is much 
better than in n-decane due to the higher viscosity of ethanol and its unique extraction 
power. Finally, suspensions with low particle concentrations are more stable than high 
concentration suspensions. This is because the nanoparticles have a much stronger 
tendency to aggregate when particle concentration is high. 
2.2.2 Dynamic Light Scattering 
To test the stability and particle size distribution of the nanofluid fuels, dynamic light 
scattering (DLS) was used. A nanoscale zetasizer uses this technique to measure the 
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particle size distribution with in the nanofluid. The DLS generates an intensity distribution 
of the particle sizes, which can then be converted to number and volume distributions.  The 
intensity  distribution  is  mainly  used  to  monitor  the presence  of  large  material  in  the  
sample.  The volume distribution describes the relative proportion of multiple components 
in the sample based on their volume. The volume distribution assumes that there is no error 
in the intensity distribution, the optical properties must be known and that the particles are 
spherical and homogeneous. Malvern suggests that number and volume distributions 
should be used for comparative purposes only. Finally DLS reports the Z-average  size,  
which  is  the  ‘harmonic  intensity  averaged  particle  diameter’  and  it  is  also  the 
primary and most stable parameter produced. 
Figure 2.2 shows the Z-average size, which is the ‘intensity averaged particle diameter’ as 
a function of sonication time. Consistent with literature, we see that particle size decreases 
with increasing time of sonication. However, we do notice that the average particle size for 
all the aluminum nanofluids tested exceeded aluminums individual particle diameter 
(80nm) by at least 3 times. Figure 2.3 shows the number density distribution of particles 
within a 1 wt.% 80 nm Aluminum in ethanol nanofluid for 8 minutes and 60 minutes of 
sonication time. The region beneath the curve represents the population distribution of the 
nanoparticles with respect to particle size. At 8 minutes of sonication time we see that peak 
occurs at ~102 nm. In comparison, the 60 minute curve has its peak slightly below 100nm. 
However, the 60 minute curve has a peak that has greater magnitude and the curve is 
narrower than the 8 minute curve. This shows that majority of the particles are of size closer 
to ~100nm. However, if we examine the curves in a little more detail, we find that the DLS 
also detects some particles (although low in number density) around the 1000 nm mark. 
There more likely represent particle aggregates that did not break under the ultrasonic 
disruptor. Even though these particles a low in number within the nanofluid, they bring the 
average particle diameter much higher than what is actually the case.  
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Figure 2.2. DLS results – particle averaged size as a function of sonication time 
 
Figure 2.3. Number density distribution for 1 wt.% 80 nm Aluminum in ethanol as 
function of particle size 
Figure 2.4 shows the particle average size as a function of time after sonication. As 
predicted by literature, the average particle size increases as time passes after sonication. 
















8 min of sonication
60 min of sonication
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This is due to the inevitable particle aggregation within the nanofluid. This is more clearly 
evident in Figure 2.5 which shows the umber density distribution for 3 wt.% 80 nm 
Aluminum in ethanol as function of particle size and time after sonication. We notice that 
the peaks continue to shift to the right (higher particle size) as time after sonication 
increases leading to an increase in the average particle size. There is however an exception 
to this trend. We notice that as time passes, the average particle size of the 5 wt.% Al in 
ethanol nanofluid decreases. This is also evident from it corresponding number density 
distribution curves (Figure 2.6). We believe that the main reason for this reduction in 
particle size is due to settling down due to gravity of large aggregates within the nanofluid. 
The removal of large aggregates from the measuring plane only leaves behind smaller 
aggregates, hence leading to a reduction in the average particle size. 
 
Figure 2.4. DLS Results – Particle average size as a function of time after sonication 
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Figure 2.5. Number density distribution for 3 wt.% 80 nm Aluminum in ethanol as function 
of particle size and time after sonication 
 
Figure 2.6. Number density distribution for 5 wt.% 80 nm Aluminum in ethanol as 
function of particle size and time after sonication 
 
 






































CHAPTER 3. RHEOLOGY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
Nanofluid viscosity and thermal conductivity are two of the most important fluid properties 
of nanofluids. This chapter summarizes some of our experimental methods used to 
determine these parameters for mainly aluminum based nanofluids. Results give some 
insight on how thermal conductivity and viscosity changes with both particle concentration 
and particle size. 
3.1 Experimental Methods 
3.1.1 Measurement of Viscosity 
The rheological properties of the ethanol and ethanol/nanoparticles suspensions are 
measured using a Stresstech® rotational rheometer. A known shear strain is applied to the 
liquid and a corresponding shear stress is calculated and vice versa. Once both shear rate 
and shear stress are found, the rheometer calculates the viscosity. The instrument however 
does not measure the shear stress and shear rate directly. Instead, it measures the torque 
required to rotate a specific geometry at a known rotational rate. The known geometry of 
the instruments is then used to calculate the shear rate and shear stress [94]. 
Figure 3.1 shows two commonly used geometries for rotational rheometry: parallel plate 




Figure 3.1. Two common rotation rheometer geometries [95] 
The cone plate geometry allows for the application of uniform stress and shear rate 
throughout the sample. However, due to its availability and easier loading technique, the 
parallel plate configuration was employed for the experiment. After the range of shear rates 
is specified and the sample loaded, the rheometer gives the corresponding viscosities for 
each of the shear rates specified by the user. 
3.1.2 Measurement of Thermal Conductivity 
Thermal conductivity was measured using KD2-Pro from Decagon Devices based on the 
transient line heat source method. The uncertainty is within ±10 %. The KD2-Pro analyzer 
uses a small single needle KS-1 sensor (6 cm long, 1.27 mm diameter). The sensor best 
measures thermal conductivity and thermal resistivity of liquids as well as insulating 
materials. The KS-1 sensor applies a very small amount of heat to the needle which helps 
to prevent free convection in liquid samples.  It has a read time of 60 seconds, accuracy of 
±5-10%, and the measurement range is from 0.02 to 2 W/(m.K). 
3.2 Rheological Properties of Aluminum and Alumina Nanofluids 
This section briefly describes the rheological properties of nanofluids with focus on the 
effect of particle size and concentration. As discussed in section 1.1.1, literature shows that 
viscosity of nanofluids increases as a function of particle concentration and decreasing 
particle size. Our work is aimed to validate these claims and comment on the effect particle 
size has on viscosity enhancement of nanofluids. Since the majority of experiments in our 
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investigation of the physical and combustion properties of nanofluids use only up to 5 wt.% 
addition of particles, we wanted to validate our assumption that viscosity changes are 
negligible for that concentration of nanofluids. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show the 
rheological behavior of 80 nm aluminum and 25-35 nm alumina in ethanol nanofluids 
respectively. We observe that for both nanofluids, viscosity increases with increasing 
particle concentration. Up to 5 wt.% addition of 80nm aluminum nanoparticles, the 
increase in viscosity is less than 5%. It is only when the concentration of particles is 
increased to 10 wt.% and 15 wt.% that we see a significant rise in viscosity (~5% and 12% 
respectively. At 15 wt.% particle concentration the nanofluid starts to show slight shear 
thinning behavior. This means that the fluid is no longer Newtonian and the viscosity 
decreases as a function of shear rate. Shear thinning in nanofluids occur when the 
nanofluids loses its stability. Meaning the aggregation become sever and the particle 
distribution in no longer uniform. During our experiments only a few milliliters of samples 
were tested. Since ethanol in volatile, prolonged testing of dense nanofluids resulted in a 
muddy texture as a result of ethanol evaporation. The inconsistency of the nanofluid 
attributes to the transition from Newtonian to a non-Newtonian fluid. 
 
Figure 3.2. Relative viscosity of 80nm Al in ethanol nanofluids 
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If we examine the case of 25-35nm alumina in ethanol nanofluids, we see that for the same 
particle concentration as 80nm aluminum, the viscosity enhancement in much greater. This 
is attributed to the smaller size of particles. The alumina particles are around 3 times 
smaller than aluminum particles. Meaning that for the same particle concentration there are 
a more number of particles per unit volume of nanofluid. More particles per unit volume 
means more resistance to the fluid flow leading to a higher viscosity. Furthermore, we also 
notice that the shear thinning behavior appears at only 5 wt.% particle addition and 
becomes more prominent at higher particles concentrations. For the 5wt.% case however, 
we see that after reaching a shear rate value of 100 1/s, the viscosity reaches a constant 
value roughly 5 % higher than that of pure ethanol.  
In summary we can establish that for low particles concentrations, viscosity does not 
change significantly with particle concentration. As the particle size decreases, 
enhancement in viscosity becomes more significant. Higher particle concentrations of 
nanofluids do observe shear thinning behavior that is indicative of a non-Newtonian fluid. 
The transition from Newtonian to non-Newtonian is dependent heavily on particle size, 
and the stability of the nanofluid. From these results, it can be hypothesized that aluminum 
in ethanol nanofluids are more stable as compared to alumina in ethanol nanofluids.  
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Figure 3.3. Relative viscosity of 25-35nm alumina in ethanol nanofluids 
3.3 Thermal Conductivity of Aluminum Based Nanofluids 
Figure 3.4 shows the experimentally measured thermal conductivity as a function of 
particle concentration. The figure also shows the modeling depictions using the classical 
EMT model [96] and the Maxwell’s equation [97]. 
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Figure 3.4. Thermal conductivity of 18nm and 80nm aluminum in ethanol nanofluids in 
comparison to classical effective medium theory and Maxwell’s equation 
We see that thermal conductivity of the nanofluids increase with increasing particle 
concentration. Furthermore, thermal conductivity also increases slightly with increasing 
particle size. Both these results are consistent with the trends observed in literature. The 
classical EMT model as well as Maxwell’s equation used to estimate the thermal 
conductivity of nanofluids was found to significantly under predict thermal conductivity 
of nanofluids. The EMT model [96] can simply be written as:               !"!# = 1 + 3()    Equation 3.1 
Where km is the thermal nanofluid, kf is the thermal conductivity of the base fluid and vf is 
the volume fraction of the particles added. The Maxwell’s equation can be written as 
follows  [97]: 
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 Equation 3.2 
Where kp is thermal conductivity of the particles. Since the particle thermal conductivity 
(235 W/mK) is much greater than that of ethanol (0.173 W/mK), the Maxwell’s equation 
simply reduces to a form similar to the EMT model. This is the same reason why for such 
nanofluids any other variations of the Maxwell’s equation discussed in section 1.1.1 also 
under predicts the thermal conductivity. Figure 3.5 shows the effect of adding 80nm 
aluminum particles to n-decane and 1 vol.% Span 80 surfactant. As expected, the thermal 
conductivity increases with increasing particle concentration. Lack of knowledge on the 
ethanol/Al and n-decane/Al molecular system and their interacting layers prevents us to 
test modified versions of the presented models that take into account the effects of 
Brownian motion and ordered layering of liquid molecules around the nanoparticles, 
nanoparticle clustering and particle shape. Such models in the past have had better 
agreement with experimentally determined thermal conductivity of nanofluids. 
 
Figure 3.5. Thermal conductivity of 80nm aluminum in n-decane nanofluids 
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CHAPTER 4. SURFACE TENSION OF NANOLFUIDS 
Existing contradictory conclusions regarding the changes of surface tension as a result of 
addition of nanoparticles motivated us to launch a thorough experimental investigation on 
how nanoparticles affect surface tension of various liquids. The nanomaterials considered 
in this study include Al, B, Al2O3, and MWCNTs.  The former two are energetic metals 
with high energy density; the latter two are potential catalysts. This chapter presents our 
findings on how particle concentration, particle size, particle type as well as properties of 
the base fluid affect surface tension of nanofluids. (Reproduced from [S. Tanvir, L. Qiao, 
“Surface tension of Nanofluid-type fuels containing suspended Nanomaterials,” Nanoscale 
Research Letters, Vol. 7, 226, 2012] with the permission of Springer Publishing - article is 
published under the CC-BY license) 
4.1 Experimental Method to Analyze Surface Tension of Nanofluids 
A Rame-Hart Model 500 Standard goniometer (Figure 4.1) was used for real-time surface 
tension measurements.  The pendant drop method was adapted to determine surface tension 
of the suspended droplet.  The method utilizes the Young-Laplace equation to determine 
the surface tension of the droplet based on the shape of the droplet [98, 99].  The droplet 
volume was controlled by a Rame-Hart automated dispensing system and varied between 
6-12 µL.  A 22 gage flat base needle was used to suspend the nanofluid droplet.  Once a 
drop was suspended, the image was recorded by a camera and the image was then analyzed 
using the DROPimage advance software which calculated the surface tension using the 
Young-Laplace equation.  Since the Young-Laplace equation calculates surface tension on 
bases of the difference in densities of the two phases (liquid-vapor), the densities of all the 
nanofluids were manually entered into the phase editor of the DROPimage advance 
software. 
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The measurements were performed over a time of 1 second immediately after the droplet 
was suspended and stability had been established.  This was to eliminate the effect of 
droplet vaporization during data acquisition.  Tests for each nanofluid were repeated 4-5 
times to ensure repeatability and accuracy of the measurement.  The needle and the 
dispensing system were regularly rinsed with DI water to prevent residue from prior 
experiments impact measurements. 
 
Figure 4.1. A picture of the Rame-Hart goniometer setup. 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 Effect of Particle Concentration 
We will first discuss the effect of particle concentration on surface tension.  Figure 4.2 
shows the variation of surface tension as a function of nanoparticle concentration (up to 
10% by weight) of DI water containing Al2O3 and MWCNTs.  For the Al2O3 nanofluid, 
the surface tension has little change (only very slightly increase) till 4 wt.% , which is 
consistent with the conclusion made by Kim et al [13]. After that, the surface tension 
increases with increasing concentration.  Note that the surface tension of DI water at room 
temperature is 72.03 mN/m, which is comparable to the value reported in [20].  For the 
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case of MWCNTs, it was found the surface tension initially decreases with particle 
concentration and then increases.  At 10 wt.% MWCNT addition, the surface tension is 
about 7% higher than that of DI water.  
 
Figure 4.2. Surface tension variation with nanoparticle concentration for DI water based 
nanofluids. 
Figure 4.3 shows the surface tension of ethanol based nanofluids (including Al, Al2O3, B 
and MWCNTs).  Note we did not add a surfactant to the mixtures because the suspension 
quality was quite good even without a surfactant.  For all, the surface tension does not 
deviate much from that of pure ethanol for low particle concentrations up to 3 wt.% (only 
slightly increase was observed); after which the surface tension increases with increasing 
particle concentration.  For the n-decane based nanofluids, as shown in Figure 4.4, an initial 
decrease in surface tension was observed for nanoparticles up to 0.5% and then remains 
almost constant up to 2-3 wt.%.  After that, the surface tension then increases with 
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increasing particle concentration.  Note for these nanofluids, 1 wt.% surfactant was added 
to promote chemical stability.  
 
Figure 4.3. Surface tension variation with nanoparticle concentration for ethanol based 
nanofluids. 
The experimental results clearly show that at high particle concentrations the surface 
tension will increases with particle concentration for all cases.  At low particle 
concentrations, however, the trends are different for various base fluids, particles, with or 
without a surfactant.  In the following, we will explain the observed trends based on how 
addition of nanoparticles could alter the surface energy at the liquid-gas interface, which 
will result in variation of surface tension.  Another point that we need to point out is that 
nanoparticles tend to accumulate at the gas-liquid interface, indicating that the particle 
concentration at/near the liquid/gas surface will be higher than that inside the droplet.  At 
the liquid/gas interface, the repulsive (electrostatic) and attractive forces (van der Waals) 
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between particle, as well as a surfactant layer between a particle and the surrounding fluid 
molecules if a surfactant is being used, can potentially change the surface free energy [21].   
For DI water containing Al2O3, the surface tension remains almost unchanged at low 
particle concentrations.  This is likely because for such dilute suspensions, the distance 
between particles are much larger than the particle size, thus the forces and the interactions 
between particles at/near the liquid/gas interface has little impact on the surface energy.  
However, when the particle concentration increases, particles are getting closer to each 
other, thus the van der Waals force increases.  This will increase the free energy at surface 
and results in higher surface tension.  However, for DI water with the addition of small 
amount MWCNTs, a decrease in surface tension was observed.  As mentioned earlier, 
dispersible MWCNTs used in this study are long with a length of 10-50µm, although the 
diameter is small about 8-15 nm.  Also they contain 33-43 wt.% polymers alongside the 
carbon nanotubes that aid in achieving stable nanofluids.  It is possible that the electrostatic 
repulsion between the MWCNTs because of the polymer groups, which allows for good 
dispersion, reduces surface energy at the liquid-gas interface, and thus causes a reduction 
in surface tension.  When MWCNTs becomes high enough, however, the van der Waals 
force may dominate over the electrostatic repulsion force, and thus increase surface energy 
and surface tension. 
Such explanation also applies to ethanol and n-decane based nanofluids, as show in Figure 
4.3 and Figure 4.4.  As particle concentration increases, the mean spacing between the 
particles, especially at the liquid/gas interface, decreases.  As a result, the attractive forces 
between the particles at the liquid-gas interface increases.  Also, the tendency to 
agglomerate between particles increases.  As a result, surface tension increases.  This trend 
is clearly visible for all nanofluids considered in this study (Figures Figure 4.2-Figure 4.4).  
However, at low particle concentrations, the phenomenon is more complicated.  As 
mentioned earlier, there are discrepancies in the literature regarding whether the surface 
tension increases or decreases comparing to the base fluid.  For the cases involving 
MWCNTs, as we have explained, the electrostatic repulsion because of the polymer groups, 
which allows for good dispersion, can reduce surface energy at the liquid-gas interface and 
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thus reduce surface tension.  We also observed a difference when a surfactant is added or 
not, as comparing Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, that is, when a surfactant is used, the surface 
tension tends to decrease at small particle concentration, while the surface tension does not 
change much when a surfactant is not used.  We will discuss the effect of surfactant on 
surface tension in the following. 
 
Figure 4.4 Surface tension variation with nanoparticle concentration for n-decane based 
nanofluids. 
4.2.2 Effect of Adding a Surfactant 
In the synthesis of n-decane nanofluids, a surfactant (Sorbitan Oleate) was added to the 
mixture to promote chemical stability of the suspension.  The mechanism which is called 
steric stabilization is well-known.  The long chain surfactant molecules attach to the solid 
particle and form a layer between the particle and the surrounding fluid molecules.  Such 
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layers increase the potential between particles and impart a repulsive force between them.  
This in turn can reduce surface energy and thus surface tension.   
To test this hypothesis, we measured the surface tension of n-decane/surfactant/nano-Al 
mixtures.  The Al nanoparticle concentration was kept the same at 0.1 wt.% but the 
surfactant concentration was varied between 1 and 10 vol.%.  The results clearly show that 
with increasing volume fraction of the surfactant, the resulting surface tension of the 
nanofluid decreases (Figure 4.5).  This is consistent with the literature that addition of 
surfactants to nanofluids tends to reduce the surface tension [18, 19].  In particular, Vafaei 
et al. [21, 100], who studied surface tension and contact angle variations of bismuth 
telluride nanofluids, attribute the changes in surface tension to the electrostatic interaction 
induced by the presence of the thioglycolic groups attached to the nanoparticles.   
 
Figure 4.5. Surface tension variation with surfactant concentration for 0.1 wt% Al/n-
decane nanofluid. 
4.2.3 Effect of Particle Size 
Another observation made from Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4 is that larger particles exhibit 
higher surface tensions at high concentrations of 5 wt.% and up (with the exception of 7wt.% 
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aluminum oxide in ethanol).  For both water and ethanol based nanofluids, the nanofluids 
containing MWCNTs (D=8-15 nm, L=10-50 µm) show the highest surface tension, 
followed by those of boron (80nm), aluminum oxide (20-30nm) and then aluminum (18nm).  
For n-decane based nanofluids, a similar trend was observed with boron nanofluids over 5 
wt.% concentration have the highest surface tension followed by aluminum oxide and 
aluminum respectively.  Such trend is likely due to the strengthened van der Waals force 
















CHAPTER 5. LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION 
As stated earlier in section 1.1.2, Latent heat of vaporization, Hfg, (energy needed to 
vaporize a liquid) is an important property in many thermal applications [22]. However, 
there are very few studies that have examined Hfg of nanofluids. It is one of the critical 
parameters in determining the burning rate of liquid fuels [23, 24]. The current work, 
focuses on developing an understanding of the physics that governs the variation of  Hfg 
within nanofluids. The chapter presents a detailed experimental account as well as 
supplementing computation results using molecular dynamics simulations performed at the 
combustion laboratory at Purdue. (“Reproduced from [S. Tanvir, S. Jain, L. Qiao, “Latent 
Heat of Vaporization of Nanofluids: Measurements and Molecular Dynamics Simulations”, 
Journal of Applied Physics, 118, 014902, 2015], with the permission of AIP Publishing.” 
5.1 Experimental Setup to Study Latent Heat of Vaporization 
Figure 5.1 shows the experiment setup to measure the latent heat of vaporization of selected 
nanofluids. It includes a thin-walled square quartz cuvette (12.5mm × 12.5mm × 45mm) 
used to carry the nanofluid. An Omega 28-gage Ni-Cr wire, inserted into the nanofluid, 
was used as a heating element. For water and ethanol based nanofluids, a heat gun was also 
used to provide an isothermal boundary approximately at the boiling point of the fluid at 
the cuvette walls. An Omega K-type thermocouple was inserted into the nanofluid during 
the experiment to monitor its temperature. Measurements were taken after a stable 
temperature at the boiling point of the base fluid had been reached. A Torban AGZN 100 
scale with an accuracy of 0.1 mg was used to monitor the mass of the samples. The mass 
of the vapor was determined by measuring the weight of the sample prior to and after the 
duration of the experiment. The duration of the experiment was set to 5 min for water and 
3 min for ethanol to achieve a reasonable mass change of 500mg. The results were
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normalized to account for the vaporization due to the heat gun. Meaning that the amount 
of fluid vaporized using the heat gun at the operating temperature was
 measured separately and subtracted from the total mass vaporized from each test. This was 
to ensure that only boiling was considered [29]  All experiments were performed at 
atmospheric pressure. 
 
Figure 5.1. Experimental setup to measure the latent heat of vaporization of nanofluids 
Once the net mass *+,-./ is obtained, Hfg can be calculated based on energy balance [101] 012 − *+,-./4)5 − 06.77 = 0        Equation 5.1 
where Qin is the rate at which heat is provided by the heating element and Qloss is the heat 
loss during the vaporization process. Qin was determined by dividing the square of the 
measured voltage across the wire by a known resistance at the operating temperature. Qloss 
was negligible because the temperature difference between the cuvette surface and the 
nanofluid during the experiment was minimal. As such,  Eq. (5.1) can be reduced to 
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4)5 = 9:;<=>?@A                           Equation 5.2 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show the measured Hfg for water and ethanol based nanofluids, 
respectively. The measured Hfg for pure water (2283.57±91.54 kJ/kg) and ethanol 
(891.97±15.15 kJ/kg) are comparable to their known values of 2257 kJ/kg and 896 kJ/kg. 
This provides a validation of the present experimental method. Figure 6 shows that the 
addition of 3wt.% Ag and Fe nanoparticles results is a substantial reduction in Hfg (25% 
and 17% respectively). Also seen from Figure 5.2 is that the reduction of Hfg with the 
addition of 1 wt.% Ag is consistent with the findings of Lee et al.[29], who measured Hfg 
using a similar method. The slight difference of Hfg between the present measurement and 
that by Lee et al. is attributed to the different particle sizes used in the experiment (35 nm 
vs. 20 nm). Furthermore, a somewhat opposite trend is observed for Al where a 3 wt.% 
addition leads to a 3% gain in latent heat of vaporization. In addition to metallic 
nanoparticles of Ag, Fe and Al, catalytic nanoparticles such as Al2O3 and SiO2 were also 
considered. Both resulted in a reduction in Hfg of water. A similar observation is made for 
ethanol based nanofluids where 3 wt.% addition of Ag and Fe resulted in a reduction in Hfg 
of the resulting nanofluid by 19% and 13% respectively, whereas the addition of 3 wt.% 
Al in ethanol gave a rise in Hfg of 2%.  
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Figure 5.2. Measured latent heat of vaporization of water based nanofluids. (Lee et al. 
[29]) 
 
Figure 5.3. Measured latent heat of vaporization of ethanol based nanofluids 
These results show that the type of the nanoparticles and the weight percentage have 



























































nanoparticles affect Hfg (increases or decrease). From a microscopic perspective, when 
nanoparticles are added to water, they may break the already existing hydrogen bonds 
between water molecules, and new bonds are formed between water molecules and the 
nanoparticles[29]. The strength of bonding between the nanoparticles and the base fluid 
will consequently affect Hfg of the nanofluid. The stronger these bonds, it will require more 
energy to vaporize the nanofluid, therefore increasing Hfg. It is therefore hypothesized that 
bonds formed between Ag-water/ethanol or Fe-water/ethanol are weaker than the bonds 
formed between Al-water/ethanol causing a significant reduction in Hfg for Ag and Fe 
nanofluids. This hypothesis is confirmed by the results obtained through MD simulations 
(performed by Shourya Jain – co-author in the journal article submission of this work to 
the Journal of Applied Physics and is currently under review), which are discussed in the 
following. 
To understand the effect of particle addition on the structural arrangement of water 
molecules, radial distribution functions (RDFs) were plotted for Ag/water and Al/water 
nanofluid systems, as shown in Figure 5.4. RDFs give the probability of finding an atom 
(molecule) at a distance r from another atom (molecule) and thus can describe the structure 
of a system. Here we plot the RDFs between the metal atoms on the surface of the 
nanoparticle and the oxygen atom in water molecules. As such, r is the distance from the 
surface of the nanoparticle. In both Figure 5.4 (a) and (b), the first peak in the distributions 
is located at 2.9 Ao and 3.0 Ao for Ag and Al respectively, corresponding to the average 
Vander Waals radius of oxygen and the metal atom.  
The magnitude of the peak gives the probability of finding oxygen atoms at a distance r. 
Therefore, for Al/water, we have a greater number of water molecules arranged around the 
nanoparticle. This can be explained from looking at the ε values of the L-J potential from 
the Table 1. Since, εAL > εAg, the strength of Al-O interaction is much greater than Ag-O 
interaction, hence more water molecules are attracted towards the Al surface atoms. 
Additionally, because the density of Ag atoms is four times of the density of Al atoms, 
there are four times as many water molecules in latter system as compared to the former, 
for the same nanoparticle size and weight percentage. Thus the effect of the Al-O 
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interactions has a more pronounced effect on the total energy of the system as compared to 
the Ag-O interactions resulting in a higher Hfg for the Al/water system. These results 
confirm the hypothesis that bonds formed between Ag-water are indeed weaker than those 
formed between Al-water resulting in opposite trends in Hfg upon nanoparticles addition 
for the two systems.  
 
 
Figure 5.4. Radial distribution function for Ag/water and Al/water systems for 15nm (a) 
and 2nm (b) nanopart
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CHAPTER 6. DROPLET COLLISION 
As interest in the combustion community increases for using nanofluid fuels in traditional 
applications due to their enhanced combustion performance, it is also important to 
characterize the droplet interaction in a spray environment. To understand the interaction 
and collision of droplets of sub millimeter sized droplets, a droplet stream collision 
experiment was designed. Researchers have developed collision regime maps for water, 
ethanol, and n-decane among other fuels in the recent past [102-109]. However, there are 
no studies, computational or experimental, on the collision characteristics of nanofluids. 
The present study is aimed to identify the collision regimes of aluminum in ethanol 
nanofluids and examine the shift in collision regime boundaries.  
6.1 Experimental Methods 
The setup (Figure 6.1) consists of two vibrating orifice droplet generators, a dual-syringe 
mechanical syringe pump system (KD Scientific Legato 200), a wave function generator, 
a linear amplifier, and a high speed camera along with a backlight. The droplet generator 
(Drop Generator LHG-01), containing a piezoceramic disk and a customized orifice (the 
orifice diameter determines the size of the droplets), is oriented so that the stream is in a 
downward direction. The syringe pump system supplies the nanofluid fuel into the droplet 
generator at the specified constant volumetric flow-rate via Festo PL-6 tubing. The wave 
function generator (Model 519 AM/FM Function Generator) is connected to the linear 
amplifier (Piezo Systems, Inc. Model EPA-104) whose signal is sent to both the 
piezoceramic disk inside the droplet generator as well as to the digital oscilloscope 
(Tektronix, TDS 2024B) to monitor the actual output of the amplifier. The generators are 
mounted on identical precision X-Y-Z translational stages by Altos Photonics. An angle 




Figure 6.1. Droplet stream collision experiment schematic 
As the fluid is forced through the droplet generator, the square wave signal causes the 
piezoceramic disk within the droplet generator to oscillate and apply longitudinal 
disturbances to the fluid jet, thus perturbing the fluid. In accordance with the Rayleigh 
Instability theory, the fluid, when disturbed at the proper frequency, will break-up from a 
uniform jet stream into a uniform stream of equally sized and spaced spherical droplets. 
Quantitative analysis was conducted on the stream to monitor droplet size, spacing and 
collision behavior as a function of applied frequency and volumetric flow rate using 
backlight shadowgraphy. 
6.2 Results and Discussion 
Figure 6.2 shows a typical collision regime map as a function of Webber number (BC =DEFGAHEIJA@?K ) and collision parameter (X). ρl is the density of the fluid, urel is the relative 
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velocity of the droplets, Ddrop is the diameter of the fluid droplets and σ is the surface 
tension of the fluid. Figure 6.3 shows the collision parameter 
 
Figure 6.2. Schematic of various collision regimes of liquid droplets in air 
 
Figure 6.3. Illustration of the collision parameter (X) 
Figure 6.4 shows the different collision outcomes on the regime map of 1 wt.% aluminum 
in ethanol nanofluid. Figure 6.4 (b) shows the droplet coalescence of two nanofluid droplet 
stream. Coalescence occurs when effective kinetic energy is insufficient to overcome the 
surface tension (holding factor) of the interaction region. Figure 6.4 (a) shows the off center 
or stretching separation. It occurs when the collision parameter is large (closer to 1). Such 
separation occurs when the effective kinetic energy overcomes the surface tension (holding 
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factor) of the interaction region [110]. Brazier-Smith et al. [111] outlined that stretching 
separation occurs when the rotational energy exceeds the surface tension of the nominal 
coalescent droplet. Jiang et al. [105] related the viscosity of fluids to their stretching 
separation behavior: “They assumed droplets in the form of two sliding masses and equated 
the momentum of each sliding mass with the time integral of the sum of both the surface 
tension force (which oppose their sliding motion) and the viscous force (due to the shearing 
flow layer between the sliding masses).” As viscosity and surface tension both increase 
(although by a little), this principle will give insight as to how the collision boundary will 
shift upon nanoparticle addition. Their proposed model suggested that by increasing fluid 
viscosity the collided droplet had a greater tendency to remain coalescent. This also means 
that stretching separation occurs as higher Webber numbers and higher collision 
parameters.  
 
Figure 6.4. Droplet collision regimes (a) stretching separation (b) Coalescence (c) 
Reflective separation 
Reflexive or near head-on collision (Figure 6.4 (c)) mechanism are well described in 
literature [102, 104, 106, 107]. Upon collision of the droplets, a thin disk is formed that 
contracts to a cylinder. Then by comparing the kinetic reflexive energy of the merged 
droplets with the surface energy of the cylinder produced by the reflexive action the 
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collision outcome is decided. It was found that if the reflexive kinetic energy is sufficient 
to produce a cylinder that was deemed longer than the corresponding length stable against 
Rayleigh breakup, the outcome of the collision would be reflexive separation. 
Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 show the collision regime maps of pure ethanol, 1 
wt.% aluminum in ethanol and 3 wt.% aluminum in ethanol respectively. The regime map 
of ethanol agrees well with the collision regimes of ethanol found in literature [103]. For 
all three collision maps, we notice that as the Webber number increases, the probability of 
coalescence also decreases. Therefore, measurements were only taken for We less than 120. 
This gave us a good idea of the collision boundaries separating coalescence and separation 
regimes. 
 
Figure 6.5. Collision regime map of pure ethanol 
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Figure 6.6. Collision regime map of 1 wt.% aluminum in ethanol 
 
Figure 6.7. Collision regime map of 3 wt.% aluminum in ethanol 
Figure 6.8 shows a comparison between experimentally obtained data to existing models 
[102, 105, 110-112] that predict these boundaries. Experiment results for pure ethanol 
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match the Ashgriz-Poo model for both stretching and reflexive separation. It is observed 
that as particle concentration is increased; the collision boundaries are shifted to favor 
coalescence of the colliding droplets. High nanofluid viscosity and higher surface tension 
are hypothesized to be the reasons for this shift. The results indicate that nanofluids have 
fewer tendencies to separate over a wider range of Webber numbers and collision 
parameters. Therefore, in a spray environment, the average droplet diameter is expected to 
be larger for nanofluids as compared to their base fluids.  
 
Figure 6.8. Collision boundaries of nanofluid droplets: experimental data in comparison 
to theoretical models [102, 105, 110-112] 
 
 






















Present Exp - Pure Ethanol
Present Exp - 1%Al in Ethanol
Present Exp - 3%Al in Ethanol
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CHAPTER 7. COMBUSTION OF NANOFLUID-TYPE FUELS 
The current study uses aluminum, and graphite based nanofluids to examine the effect of 
radiation absorption on the enhancement of burning rate. A droplet stream combustion 
experiment was developed which can produce a stream of droplets of micron sizes (100-
500 µm) to understand the effect of droplet size on the combustion behavior of nanofluid 
fuels [66]. A Monte Carlo algorithm is then used to estimate the penetration of radiation 
within the nanofluid droplets. The results provide valuable insight on how the absorbed 
radiation is distributed within the droplet. (“Reproduced from [S. Tanvir, L. Qiao, “Droplet 
Burning Rate Enhancement of Ethanol with the Addition of Graphite Nanoparticles: 
Influence of Radiation Absorption”, Combustion and Flame, Vol. 166, 2016 & S. Tanvir, 
L. Qiao, “Effect of Addition of Energetic Nanoparticles on Droplet-Burning Rate of Liquid 
Fuels”, Journal of Propulsion and Power, Vol. 21-1, 408-415, 2015], with the permission 
of Elsevier Publishing and AIAA - Copyright Clearance Center respectively.”) 
7.1 Experimental Setup: Shadowgraphy  
A NiCr heating coil attached to a high voltage power supply was used to ignite the droplet 
stream generated using the same technique as described in CHAPTER 6. The coil is placed 
at a distance of 20 mm downstream of the orifice (Figure 7.1). This was set to avoid 
upstream propagation of the droplet stream flame. Droplet burning rate was determined by 
measuring droplet sizes at periodic locations downstream of the ignition coil using 
backlight shadowgraphy technique using a phantom V7.3 high-speed camera.  The 
measurements of droplet sizes were taken only in regions where the droplet stream was 
uniform and stable. A DSLR (digital single-lens reflex) camera was used to capture the 
burning behavior of the stream. A protective screen was placed around the flame to get 




Figure 7.1. Schematic of the droplet steam combustion experiment 
7.2 Results and Discussion 
7.2.1 Flame Structure and Burnt Residue Analysis 
Droplet stream combustion experiments were conducted for pure ethanol and ethanol with 
the addition of up to 5 wt.% Al nanoparticles. Two droplet sizes were considered: 176 and 
400 µm. Figure 7.2 shows the image of a droplet stream flame for ethanol with 3wt.% Al. 
The burning process can be divided into two distinctive stages. Stage I is characterized by 
pure ethanol combustion, shown by the region of a blue ethanol flame. In this stage, the 
droplets within the stream were uniformly distributed and undisturbed.  As they fall their 
size continues to decreases a result of steady evaporation. Stage II is characterized by 
simultaneous combustion of both ethanol and Al nanoparticles, shown by flares that appear 
in the flame zone surrounded by the blue ethanol flame.  The Al particles (and particle 
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aggregates) are ejected from the droplets and brought to the droplet stream flame zone to 
burn resulting in many local particle flames. The integrated burning behavior is similar to 
what was observed in previous work [6, 66]. Furthermore, in this stage the droplets inside 
the stream are no longer of uniform size and shape nor at a constant distance from each 
other, evidenced by Figure 7.2 (c)-(e). The microexplosive nature of Al particles and 
aggregates causes disruption within the flame surrounding the droplets. As the disruption 
and microexplosion intensity increases it compromises the uniformity of the stream.  
 
Figure 7.2. (left) Images of droplet stream flame of ethanol with 3wt.% Al. (right) Images 
of droplets at various locations using black light shadowgraphy: Points a and b are in a 
region of pure ethanol combustion where droplet stream is uniform and undisturbed 
(Stage I); c (80mm downstream of the ignition coil), d, and e lie in a region of 
simultaneous burning of ethanol and Al particles where the stream becomes non-uniform 
(Stage II). 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 
analysis were performed on the combusted particles and their aggregates that were 
collected downstream of the flame. Figure 7.3 shows SEM images of deposits of burned 
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Al for 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 wt.% Al in ethanol respectively. As the Al nanoparticle 
concentration increases, the density and size of the combustion residues increase. For all 
cases, however, the sizes of the residues (less than 5 µm) are much smaller than the initial 
size of the droplet (176 µm).  This indicates that during the droplet burning process, 
particles within the droplet did not have a chance to form a large aggregate and that 
aggregation may not play as significant role as it does for millimeter sized droplets. 
In contrast, our previous studies [6, 66], which examined the effect of nanoparticle addition 
on the burning behavior of millimeter-sized droplets, found that nanoparticles had a 
tendency of forming a large aggregate and the large aggregate burned at a later stage after 
the liquid fuel had been completely combusted.  Additionally, the size of the aggregate was 
of the same order of magnitude as the size of the droplet (millimeter).  We have known that 
the particle aggregation process plays an important role in the overall burning 
characteristics. For a large droplet, the characteristic time for particle aggregation may be 
on the same order as the characteristic time of droplet burning.  However, for much smaller 
droplets, the aggregation time scale may be much longer than the characteristic droplet 
burning time scale. This indicates that until the droplet was completely evaporated and 
burned, the particles inside may not have had sufficient time to form a solid aggregate.  
This explains why the burning characteristics of large millimeter-sized droplets are 
different from smaller ones in the range of a few to a few hundred microns.  
 
Figure 7.3. SEM images of combustion residues of burned Al particles and aggregates: 
(a) 1 wt.% Al in ethanol; (b) 2 wt.% Al in ethanol; (c) 3 wt. % Al in ethanol 
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Furthermore, EDX analysis shows a consistent Al/O ratio for all three samples. The Al/O 
ratio is 0.65, 0.66 and 0.6 for 1, 2 and 3 wt.% Al respectively, indicating complete 
combustion of Al.  This is possible due to the small size of the Al particles and aggregates 
allowing more surface area to be exposed to the flame to burn completely.   
Flame tests were also conducted for pure ethanol and ethanol with up to 3 wt.% carbon and 
graphite nanoparticles. The droplet size was set to 200 µm and an average spacing between 
the droplets was set at 800 µm for all tests conducted. A flow rate of 160 ml/hr was chosen 
for the experiment. Flame appearance and structure were similar to that observed with 
ethanol based nanofluids [68]. Ethanol burned with a characteristic blue flame. Once 
graphite and carbon nanoparticles were added, a two stage burning process occurs. Stage I 
being pure ethanol combustion indicated by a blue flame. Stage II is characterized by 
simultaneous burning of particles and ethanol. This occurs at a certain distance downstream 
of the ignition coil, when the carbon/graphite nanoparticles escape the surface of the 
droplet and burn with in the flame.  
Figure 7.4 (a), (b) and (c) show the SEM images of the burned (escaped) 50nm graphite, 
100nm graphite and 100nm carbon particles and their aggregates respectively collected 
downstream of the of the respective flames when 3 wt.% of particles were added to ethanol. 
As the particle size increases, the density and size of the combustion residues also increases. 
For all cases, however, the size of the residues (less than 5 µm) is still an order of magnitude 
smaller than the size of the nanofluid droplet (200 µm).  This indicates that during the 
droplet burning process, particles within the droplet did not have enough time to form a 
large aggregate. It can also be concluded that similar to Al/ethanol nanofluids [68], 




Figure 7.4. SEM images of combustion residues of burned C particles and aggregates: (a) 
3 wt.% 50nm Graphite; (b) 3 wt.% 100nm Graphite; (c) 3 wt. % 100nm Carbon 
We also found that the distance at which the particles began to escape from the droplet 
stream and to burn varies with particle concentration.  It increases with increasing particle 
concentration as shown in Figure 7.5.  This is likely due to faster evaporation rate (or 
surface regression rate) of the droplets at higher particle concentrations, which causes the 
particles to escape from the droplet stream flame earlier. Nevertheless, further insight into 
the escape mechanisms of particles from droplets will help explain this phenomenon better. 
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Figure 7.5. Distance at which Al particles begin to escape the droplet stream flame as a 
function of Al concentration in ethanol for the droplets with an initial size of 400 µm. 
7.2.2 Time Scale Analysis 
One of the conclusions we drew in section 7.2.1 was that aggregation had little impact on 
the burning process. This was based on the fact that the burnt aggregates collected from 
the flame front had size an order of magnitude smaller than that of the droplet. This was 
however different from the observations made by Gan et al. [6, 66] while examining 
millimeter sized droplets observed that aggregation played an important role in the burning 
process that even hindered burning rate. The size of the aggregates was on the same order 
of magnitude as the droplet.  
To verify the our conclusion from section 7.2.1 we performed time scale analysis using 
experimentally obtained burning/vaporization rates and the computed particle migration 
rate. The aggregation of nanoparticles is traditionally described by a dimensionless number 
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time (τevap) [113]. “The particle migration time (τpart) is the time required for two adjacent 
particles to assemble. For CR > 1, therefore, the particle migration is slow with large τ 
particle and/or the evaporation occurs quickly with smaller τevap, which weakens the 
aggregation of nanoparticles near the pinning area and creates a less-distinct coffee ring or 
assembly pattern on the droplet perimeter. For CR < 1, the particles migrate quickly to the 
contact line and/or the evaporation time is sufficiently long, which helps to form the 
assembly structure or aggregates” [113]. τpart is formulated as N-,/O = P"GQI?    Equation 7.1 
Where the mean distance between two adjacent particles is Lm = (Vd/n)1/3, with Vd being 
the volume of a single droplet and n being the number of nanoparticles contained in the 
droplet. Dp is the diffusion coefficient of particles and is simply: kBT/6πηr. kB is the 
Boltzmann’s Constant, T is the temperature of the droplet, η is the viscosity of the nanofluid 
and r is the radius of the moving sphere (nanoparticle).  
The evaporation time scale indicates how fast the droplet is vaporizing. However, we did 
not use the ‘total’ time for the droplet to vaporize completely. Rather, the evaporation (or 
burning) timescale τevap is defined as the time of measurement for a droplet to reach the 
minimum measured droplet diameter during the experiment. It represents the total time of 
measurement of droplet regression (shown in Figures 4 and 5). This was chosen to get an 
estimate of the maximum degree of aggregation we can expect to see during the course of 
our measurements of droplet burning rate.  
It is also noteworthy that only a small reduction in droplet diameter was considered for this 
particular study. Ideally, the evaporation time scale would correspond to the total 
vaporization time for all the ethanol to vaporize. Non-homogeneity of the droplet stream, 
however, prevented accurate droplet diameter measurement till complete vaporization. The 
time scale analysis was thus aimed to determine the aggregation times for the time duration 
of our experiment (accurately measuring the droplet diameter and determining burning 
rate). Hence the evaporation time was chosen to be the time at which the droplets reached 
their minimum measured diameter.  
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Figure 7.6 shows the variation of CR as a function of particle concentration and droplet size. 
As the nanoparticle concentration increases, the value of CR decreases. We have known 
that burning rate increases with increasing particle concentration, thus τevap reduces. A 
decreasing CR value with increasing particle concentration then indicates that the drop in 
τpart is even bigger.  This is because as particle concentration increases, the mean distance 
between two adjacent particles reduces, making particle collision and aggregation more 
frequent. In summary, as particle concentration increases the degree and rate of aggregation 
increases for all droplet sizes. It is also interesting to note that as droplet size reduces the 
CR value slightly increases. This indicates that the vaporization time scales are smaller in 
smaller droplets. This effect however is not as significant.  
The observed trend of CR does strengthen the argument that increasing particle 
concentration increases aggregation intensity. The value of CR reduces as a function of 
increasing particle concentration and decreasing particle size; showing that aggregation 
becomes increasingly important during the combustion process especially at higher particle 
concentrations and smaller particle sizes.  This is because as particle size decreases the 
number density of particles within the droplet for the same mass loading rate increases. As 
the number density increases, the average distance between particles is reduced. This effect 
reduces the aggregation time scale and increases aggregation intensity within the nanofluid.  
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Figure 7.6. CR plotted as a function of particle concentration, particle size and droplet 
size 
7.2.3 Burning Rate 
Droplet burning rate was determined by measuring droplet sizes at periodic locations 
downstream of the ignition coil using backlight shadowgraphy technique.  As described 
earlier, at a certain distance downstream of the ignition coil, particles and particle 
aggregates started to escape from the droplets and to burn.  As a result, the stream was 
disrupted and could no longer remain stable and uniform.  Thus, the measurements of 
droplet sizes were taken only in regions where the droplet stream was uniform and stable. 
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7.2.3.1 Aluminum in Ethanol Nanofluids 
Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 show the variation of droplet diameter squared as a function of 
time for ethanol with varying Al concentrations for  176 micron droplets (at a spacing of 
550 µm ) and 400 micron droplets (at a spacing of 1035 µm)respectively. Starting with 
12.5 mm downstream from the end of the ignition coil, the measurements were taken in 
increments of 12.5 mm downstream of the flame. The speed of the falling droplets within 
the stream was determined using the high speed camera and was estimated to be 6.37 m/s 
and 11.8 m/s respectively. 
 
Figure 7.7. Variation of droplet diameter squared as a function of time for the ethanol-
based nanofluid fuels with varying Al concentrations for an initial droplet size of 176 µm. 
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Figure 7.8. Variation of droplet diameter squared as a function of time for the ethanol-
based nanofluid fuels with varying Al concentrations for an initial droplet size of 400 µm. 
For the 176 µm droplets (Figure 7.7), the squared of the droplet size decreases linearly with 
time for pure ethanol and for ethanol with low concentrations of Al particles (0.1-2.0 wt.%), 
following the classical D2-Law.  This is consistent with the works of Botero et al. [114, 
115] which showed that freely falling droplets of fuel blends and mixtures observed the 
D2-Law of droplet regression. This is because once the temperature at the droplet surface 
reaches the boiling point of surface species, the fuel volatility no longer impacts the fuel 
vapor concentration and thereby the fuel gasification rate. As the particle concentration 
increases, however, the droplet size regression deviates slightly from the D2-Law. This 
behavior could be attributed to multiple factors, e.g., the aggregation of nanoparticles as 
suggested by Gan et al. [7].  As the particle concentration increases, the degree of 
aggregation also increases.  The large aggregation structures impede the fluid flow from 
the droplet interior to the surface and thus reduce the vaporization rate.  Other factors such 
as the variation of physical properties (such as viscosity and surface tension) resulting from 
the addition of particles may also alter the apparent heat of vaporization and consequently 
change the vaporization rate.  
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For the 400µm droplets, the squared of the droplet size decreases linearly with time for all 
cases. Even for high particle concentrations such as 3 and 5 wt.% the droplets regress while 
obeying the D2-Law of combustion approximately.  Previous studies of droplet combustion 
of slurry fuels also showed that the droplet surface regression rate follows the D2-Law for 
droplets of sizes ranging from 0.8-2 mm in diameter ([6]&[69]). However, earlier we 
noticed that as the particle concentration reached 3 wt.% for the 176 µm droplets, the 
burning behavior started to deviate slightly from the D2-Law.  These observations indicate 
that as droplet size decreases, the influence of particle addition on droplet evaporation and 
burning rate becomes increasingly important, especially at high loading rates. 
Figure 7.9 shows the burning rate as a function of Al particle concentration for the 176 and 
400 µm droplets, respectively. The average burning rates of pure ethanol are 0.72 mm2/s 
and 0.74 mm2/s for the two initial droplets sizes respectively. The slight increase can be 
attributed to the increases spacing between the droplets. When the droplet size increases 
from 176 µm to 400 µm, the spacing parameter, C (ratio of inter-droplet distance to droplet 
diameter) changes from 2.5 to 3.2.  With increasing C the burning rate become closer to 
that of an isolated droplet of same diameter, which is higher than that of a droplet in a 
stream [116]. Clearly, the addition of Al nanoparticles increases droplet burning rate.  For 
example, with 5 wt.% addition of Al particles, the burning rate increased by 140%. Such 
enhancement is significant considering only a small amount of Al particles were added to 
the base fuel. The possible mechanisms responsible for the enhancement will be discussed 
in section 7.3. It can also be seen from Figure 7.8 that for the 5 wt.% Al case, the burning 
rate deviates from the otherwise linear relationship between particle concentration and 
burning rate. It is believed that particle aggregation present within the droplets at a higher 
concentration plays a part in reducing the rate of increase of regression rate. As mentioned 
earlier, aggregates tend to impede fluid flow to the surface, resulting in a reduction in 
regression rate. Lastly, we found that the burning rate is nearly independent of droplet size, 
which is consistent with Okajima, S.et al [117]’s work that ethanol burning rates did not 
vary significantly as a function of initial droplet diameter. 
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Figure 7.9. Variation of droplet burning rate as a function of Al nanoparticle 
concentration for the 176 and 400 µm droplets respectively. 
7.2.3.2 Graphite in Ethanol Nanofluids 
Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 show the variation of droplet diameter squared as a function 
of time for graphite based nanofluids (200 µm and 410 µm respectively). Starting with 12.5 
mm downstream from the end of the ignition coil, the measurements were taken in 
increments of 12.5 mm downstream of the flame. It is observed that the squared of the 
droplet size decreases linearly with time for pure ethanol and for all carbon based 
nanofluids considered for this study, following the classical D2-Law.   
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Figure 7.10. Variation of droplet diameter squared as a function of time for the carbon-
based nanofluid fuels for 200µm droplets 
 
Figure 7.11. Variation of droplet diameter squared as a function of time for the carbon-
based nanofluid fuels for 410µm droplets 
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Figure 7.12 shows the enhancement in burning rate of graphite based nanofluid fuels 
normalized to the burning rate of pure ethanol. The burning rate is determined by 
calculating the slope of the linear fits shown in Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11. We observe 
that the addition of nanoparticles results in an increase in burning rate of the resulting 
nanofluid. 50nm graphite shows the largest increase in the burning rate. For 3 wt.% 
addition in ethanol, the burning rate is enhanced by 58% for 50nm graphite and 40% of 
100nm graphite. The enhancement however is less then what was observed for energetic 
aluminum based nanofluids where a 3 wt.% addition resulted in a burning rate increase of 
105% [68]. With the reduction in particle size the burning rate increases further. This can 
be attributed to enhanced surface area for evaporation due to particle wetting at the liquid 
gas interface as earlier hypothesized by Souborin et al. [8, 25]. 
 
Figure 7.12. Enhancement in burning rate as a function of particle concentration 
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Several mechanisms could potentially explain the burning rate enhancement phenomenon 
as a result of particle addition, e.g., reduction in surface tension and surface energy at the 
liquid-gas interface, radiation absorption of nanoparticles, and a physical interaction 
between the high surface area particles and ethanol (wetting) increasing the interface area 
between the gas and liquid phases.  It is not clear which mechanism is dominant under 
various conditions. Mechanisms such as radiation absorption by the nanofluid from the 
flame, higher flame temperature, enhanced surface area for evaporation due to particle 
wetting, increased thermal diffusivity of the liquid fuel, and reduction of surface tension 
and surface energy, all as a result of particle addition, may also contribute to droplet 
burning rate enhancement. 
7.3 Radiation Absorption of the Nanofluid Droplet from the Flame 
Several mechanisms could potentially explain the burning rate enhancement phenomenon 
as a result of particle addition, e.g., reduction in surface tension and surface energy at the 
liquid-gas interface, radiation absorption of nanoparticles, and a physical interaction 
between the high surface area particles and ethanol (wetting) increasing the interface area 
between the gas and liquid phases.  It is not clear which mechanism is dominant under 
various conditions. 
To understand the effects of nanoparticles addition on droplet burning rate, we considered 
the classical combustion model of a single droplet, in which the burning rate constant (K) 
can be expressed as [24] R = SDTUTDE ln	(1 + Z)  Equation 7.2 
Where \g is the thermal diffusivity of the gases surrounding the droplet, ρg and ρl are the 
densities of the gas and liquid droplet, and B is the Spalding transfer number. Both \g and 
ρg can be assumed to be independent of nanoparticle concentration because they are gas 
phase quantities. B can be expressed as a function of Cpg, heat of combustion, Q, ratio of 
the mass fraction of air YO∞, molar constant m and the overall latent heat of vaporization 
H. 
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Z = ]?T _^` a^ b cd_" 9e   Equation 7.3         
B can be further simplified by assuming that H<<Q and the ratio of the mass fraction of air 
YO∞ to the molar constant m is much lower than 1, we can then state the following [24] 
Z ≈ ]?T ^#` a^e    Equation 7.4 
First of all, because of the additional heat release from Al particle burning which took place 
70-85 mm downstream of the ignition coil, the flame temperature of ethanol with Al 
particles should be higher than that of pure ethanol. This may cause the droplet burning 
rate to increase because of higher Tf.  To quantify this effect, we calculated the increase in 
flame temperature of an ethanol/Al fuel mixture using NASA CEA online software 
[http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/CEAWeb/ceaHome.htm]. Here we assumed bulk Al and 
that all of Al burns simultaneously with ethanol. The results show that with all other 
properties kept constant, the flame temperature increases from 2194K for pure ethanol to 
2280 K for ethanol with 5 wt.% Al. As a result of higher flame temperature, the droplet 
burning rate increases by 6% according to Equation 7.2. The 6% increase, however, is 
much smaller than the actual increase of 140%. Thus, we can conclude that flame 
temperature increase because of Al particle burning is not the dominant mechanism for 
droplet burning rate enhancement. 
Note that the classical droplet combustion model (Equations 7.2-7.4) takes into account the 
heat transfer from the flame to the droplet surface via thermal conduction only. Radiative 
heat transfer (radiation absorbed by the droplet) is usually neglected because most liquid 
fuels are transparent to the radiation emitted from a flame. It, however, may become 
significant for nanofluid fuels because the nanoparticles suspended in the droplet can 
absorb the radiation energy emitted from the flame. Fundamentally, more heat transfer 
from the exothermic chemical reactions (flame) back to the liquid phase (droplet) would 
increase droplet burning rate as it provides more energy per unit time needed to vaporize 
the liquid fuel. To test the hypothesis that radiation absorption by the nanoparticles is a 
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main mechanism for droplet burning rate enhancement, we developed a simple model as 
described below. 
Figure 7.13 shows a sketch of energy balance for a burning nanofluid droplet. The total 
heat transfer to the droplet from the flame consists of two parts: conductive heat (0g.2h) 
and radiation absorption by the nanoparticles(0/,h). Here we neglected the radiation 
absorption by the liquid part of the droplet.  The conductive heat transfer can be expressed 
as 0g.2h = 	(4jkQl5 m^m/)s= *)×4  Equation 7.5 
where r is the droplet radius and λg is the thermal conductivity of the gases in the region 
between the flame and the droplet surface. λg was determined from tabulated, mass 
weighted, and temperature averaged thermal conductivities of the gaseous mixture 
surrounding the droplet and inward of the flame. The magnitude of the conductive heat 
transfer was comparable to the energy used for vaporization of pure ethanol (*)×4), 
where *)	the mass flow rate of vaporization and H is the latent heat of evaporation of 
ethanol. The mass flow rate of vaporization *)was determined using the experimental 
results shown in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8.  
To estimate the amount of radiation emitted from the flame that was absorbed by the 
particles suspended in the droplet, an optically thin model [118] was used.  It can be 
expressed as 
0/,h = 4oR-pqr(s)t − s7t)	  Equation 7.6 
where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, LE is the penetrating length (can be assumed to 
be the radius of the stream flame, about 3mm), A is the surface area of the droplet, and Kp 
denotes the Planck mean absorption coefficient. Kp was found using the partial pressures 
and the Plank absorption coefficients of each contributing gaseous species as shown in 
Equation 7.7. 
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where u1 represents the partial pressure of species i. Assuming a flame temperature of 2200 
K (based on CEA calculations of stoichiometric combustion of ethanol in air), the values 
of kp can be obtained from tabulated results found in [119]. CO2 and H2O are the only 
species considered in the combustion products and they contribute most to the radiation 
emission from the flame.  
For this simple model, we also assume that the temperature at the droplet surface is equal 
to the boiling point of ethanol (Ts=Tb=351 K).  We also assume that all the radiation emitted 
from the flame is absorbed by the Al/Ethanol nanofluid.  This is a reasonable assumption 
because Gan et al [67] measured the transmission spectrum of ethanol with Al 
nanoparticles in the range of 200-900 nm and found that 0.1 wt.% Al in ethanol transmitted 
only 2% of the incident radiation.  This shows that most of the radiation was absorbed by 
the Al particles within the nanofluid.  The use of the optically thin model can be justified 
since the criteria, KpL<<1(Kp-absorption coefficient, L distance from the flame to droplet 
surface), satisfies for our droplet combustion [120]. 
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Figure 7.13. Energy balance around a burning nanofluid droplet. 
7.3.1 Optical properties of the nanofluid fuels 
A primary goal of this study was to understand why burning rate increases and what factors 
determine the magnitude of increase based on nanoparticle type, size and concentration. 
We hypothesized that radiation absorption by the droplet from the stream flame plays an 
important role in burning rate enhancement. Motivated by this, our first step was to 
determine the optical properties of the hybrid fuel mixture. In this model, the optical 
properties of graphite [121], particle size (diameter, D) and droplet size are known 
parameters. Mie theory [122] was then used to determine the absorption coefficient of the 
particles as a function of wavelength (λ). Mie theory was used because the size parameter, α = 	πD/λ, approaches unity for higher wavelengths making Rayleigh theory invalid. 
Considering the nanofluid as a cloud of uniform sized particles, the spectral absorption 
coefficient (o,7,Å) can be written as a function of absorption efficiency factor (Qabsorption) 
and NT (number of particles per unit volume) as: 
!"#$%&"'(#$+ !)*%(*'(#$= !+*,#)(-*'(#$+	!%)#,/0'	10*'($2
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where Ç-	is the radius of one nanoparticle. Qabsorption,λ is a function of wavelength and is 
found using fundamentals of Mie theory that are well defined in [122].  Wavelengths (λ) 
ranging from 0.19 µm to 4.8 µm were considered. This range incorporates the visible and 
as well the infrared region of the emission spectrum. This was chosen to cover the two 
important bands of CO2 radiation (at λ = 2.7µm and 4.3 µm) and one important band of 
H2O radiation (λ = 2.7µm) emitted from the flame [123]. The term NT introduces the effects 
of neighboring nanoparticles towards the absorption of incoming radiation. As particle 
concentration increases the number of particles per unit volume also increases therefore 
increasing the absorption coefficient.  
Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 show the absorption coefficients for 50nm and 100nm graphite 
nanoparticles in ethanol respectively. Results indicate that as particle concentration 
increases the absorption coefficient also increases. This is due to presence of more particles 
per unit volume for higher concentrations. Furthermore, we also note that for lower 
wavelengths absorption coefficient also increases as a function of decreasing particle size. 
As particle size is reduced, the nanofluids contain more number of particles as compared 
to their larger counterparts for the same weight percentage. This increases the number of 
particles per unit volume and hence increases the absorption coefficient. However, as we 
enter into the infrared region, the effect diminishes and particle size has little impact on the 
absorption properties of the nanofluid. Lastly, the absorption coefficient is nearly 
independent of droplet size or medium depth. 
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Figure 7.14. Absorption coefficient of 50nm Graphite in Ethanol nanofluid as a function 




Figure 7.15. Absorption coefficient of 100nm Graphite in Ethanol nanofluid as a function 
of wavelength; 200 µm droplets. 
Once we know the absorption coefficient of the nanofluid as a function of the incoming 
wavelength, the volumetric absorptivity (Ñ2-) of the nanofluid can then be determined by 
using the Beer-Lambert relation [74, 76, 78] for the two important bands of radiation 
emitted from the ethanol flame (2700 nm and 4300 nm). 
Ñ2- = 	 Ö>Üa@AÜHJÖá@á>E = 1 − C`K>Üa,àâ                                    Equation 7.9 
Here y is the depth of the nanofluid which can be approximated to be the diameter of the 
droplet and o,7,Å is the absorption coefficient of the nanofluid at λ=2700nm and 4300nm.  
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Figure 7.16 shows the volumetric absorptivity of 50nm and 100nm graphite in 200 µm 
ethanol nanofluid droplets as a function of particle concentration and particle size for 
λ=2700nm and 4300nm. We observe that as we increase particle concentration the 
absorptivity increases. This is because as particle concentration increases, the mean 
absorption coefficient of the nanofluid also increases. We notice that as nanoparticles are 
initially introduced to the fluid, the absorptivity rapidly increases to values close to 1 for 
low particle concentrations of graphite. This indicates that close to 100% of the incoming 
radiation is going to be absorbed by the nanofluid upon a small addition of graphite 
nanoparticles. This is significant since pure ethanol is almost completely transparent to 
incoming radiation. We therefore expect the total energy budget for droplet vaporization 
to increase significantly during the nanofluid droplet combustion process. We also observe 
that the effect of variation particle size has little impact on the absorptivity. However, the 
slightly higher absorptivity of 50nm graphite nanofluids can be attributed to their higher 
number density as compared to 100nm graphite particles for the same particle 
concentration. This leads to a higher number of particles per unit volume and therefore a 
higher absorptivity. 
Another observation made from Figure 7.16 is that as the wavelength increases from 2700 
nm to 4300 nm, the absorptivity decreases for the same particle concentration. This is effect 
is also visible in Figure 7.17 for 410 µm droplets. The drop in absorptivity is due to the 
reduction in the absorption coefficient of the graphite in ethanol nanofluid as we move 
deeper into the infrared regime.  
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Figure 7.16. Variation in absorptivity of 50nm and 100nm Graphite in ethanol nanofluid 
(200 µm) as a function of particle concentration at wavelength of 2700nm and 4300nm. 
 
Figure 7.17. Variation in absorptivity of 50nm Graphite in ethanol nanofluid as a function 
of particle concentration and wavelength of incoming radiation for 410 µm droplets. 
Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19 highlight the effect of droplet size on the absorptivity of the 
nanofluid fuel. We see that as droplet size increases the absorptivity also increases upon 
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nanoparticle addition. This is due to increase in penetration depth of the fluid. The increase 
in penetration depth allows for more total number of absorbing particles in the nanofluid 
for a certain particle concentration. This further reduces radiation transmission hence 
enhancing absorptivity. 
 
Figure 7.18. Variation in absorptivity of 50nm Graphite in ethanol nanofluid as a function 
of particle concentration and droplet size at wavelength 2700nm. 
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Figure 7.19. Variation in absorptivity of 50nm Graphite in ethanol nanofluid as a function 
of particle concentration and droplet size at wavelength 4300nm. 
The calculated absorptivity determines the amount of incoming radiation that is absorbed 
by the nanofluid droplet. The increase in the available energy (because of radiation 
absorption) for vaporization is expected to be one of the major factors that explain the 
increase in burning rate. From experimental results, we see that the burning rate increases 
rapidly for small nanoparticle concentrations (1 wt.%), after which the rate of increase of 
burning rate is reduced. Modeling results of absorptivity show that for low particle 
concentrations, the graphite in ethanol nanofluids absorbs almost all of the incoming 
radiation. Hence, further increase in particle concentration does not affect the total energy 
budget. This results in a reduction in the rate of increase of burning rate as a function of 
particle concentration. It also indicates that mechanisms other than enhanced radiation 
absorption described briefly in the previous section become increasingly important at 
higher particle concentrations. 
The significance of the results obtained with this particular model relates only to the 
amount of radiation retained by the nanofluid. Furthermore, in the regime of wavelength 
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considered for this study, we see that the absorption coefficient is much greater than the 
scattering coefficient; which is why both absorption and extinction in the present results 
are very close to one other. This particular observation validates the use of incorporating 
Beer-Lambert law of volumetric absorptivity to estimate the radiation retention within the 
nanofluid [124]. 
7.3.2  Radiation penetration in a nanofluid droplet: Monte Carlo simulations  
Literature [124] indicates that the absorption of radiation by nanofluids in not uniform. 
This means the portion of incoming radiation absorbed by the nanofluid (as determined in 
the previous section) is non-uniformly distributed within the fluid. With the increase of 
particle concentration, absorption becomes predominantly concentrated at the liquid-gas 
interface creating regions of elevated energy concentrations within the nanofluid [124]. To 
put this theory to the test, a standard Monte Carlo algorithm [125] was employed to monitor 
and track photon penetration into the nanofluid as a function of increasing particle 
concentration.  The goal here is to see how the absorbed incoming radiation is distributed 
within the graphite-ethanol nanofluid. 
Figure 7.20 shows the proposed geometry of the spherical droplet with incident infrared 
radiation. Section 7.3.1 already outlines the process to obtain nanofluid absorption 
coefficient based on Mie theory. Similarly, the spectral scattering coefficient (o7g,,Å) can 
be written as a function of the scattering efficiency factor (Qscattering) and NT (number of 
particles per unit volume): 
o7g,,Å = jÇ-QÉ^07g,OOä/125,Å          Equation 7.10 
where Ç-	is the radius of one nanoparticle. Qscattering,λ is a function of wavelength and is 
found using fundamentals of Mie theory that are well defined in [122, 126]. To get an 
estimate of the radiation absorbed by the nanofluid from the ethanol flame, we only 
consider the two major bands of radiation emitted from the ethanol flame: λ=2.7 µm (CO2 
and H2O) and λ=4.3 µm (CO2).  
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Figure 7.20. Illustration of Monte Carlo simulations of photon penetration in a 
nanofluid. 
 
The Monte Carlo routine begins with the launch of photons into the nanofluid. Here the 
initial photon position and trajectory are defined. It is assumed that a uniform collimated 
beam consisting of 10000 photons is incident on the surface of the nanofluid.  It is also 
assumed that the illumination is perpendicular to the X-Y plane and that the depth is 
specified by the penetration of each photon in the Z-direction into the droplet. 
Once the photon is launched into the scattering nanofluid medium, it follows the move 
or drift step. Here the photon is moved a propagation distance Δs, which is a function of a 
random number, R1, in the interval [0, 1] and the absorption and scattering coefficients of 
the nanofluid.  
∆å = 	− çé	(èê)K>ÜabKaë>                                            Equation 7.11                                  
Monte Carlo routine estimates the mean free path between every scattering and 
absorption event to be  yK>ÜabKaë>. Once the photon has propagated Δs, it is necessary to 
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check whether the photon is still in the medium. Each propagation step of the photon is 
followed by a check to see if it has reached the boundary of the spherical droplet. This is 
done by determining the radial position of the photon and comparing it to the radial 
boundary of the nanofluid droplet. If the photon reaches the boundary of the nanofluid, it 
is either internally reflected back into the medium or it escapes the medium and is 
pronounced dead. The reflectivity of the nanofluid is calculated based on the optical 
properties of the nanofluid and surrounding air using Fresnel relations that are well known 
[122]. If the photon has not reached the boundary of the fluid or is reflected back into the 
medium, it will remain alive until it is completely absorbed by the fluid or escapes via the 
boundary.  
In the present algorithm, the absorption of light by the nanofluid is tracked by assigning a 
weight, W, to the photon and updating it after every absorption step according to the 
nanofluid albedo [125] 
íìîCïñ = 	 Kaë>K>ÜabKaë>                                     Equation 7.12 
where albedo and 1-albedo  are  the  fractional  probability  of  being  scattered and being 
absorbed, respectively.  The weight of the photon is initially equal to 1. The weight is 
updated every absorption step till it reaches a threshold level after which the photon is 
declared dead or fully absorbed by the medium.  
The scattering of a photon is defined by the polar or scattering and azimuth angle with 
respect to the direction vector prior to scattering. In a standard Monte Carlo routine, the 
scattering angle is most commonly determined using the Henyey-Greenstein phase 
function [127] and the azimuth angle is chosen uniformly between 0 and 2π by assuming 
that scattering is isotropic [126]. The Monte Carlo routine allows the photon to scatter 
within the nanofluid till it either leaves the nanofluid boundary or is completely absorbed 
by the nanofluid.  
Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22 show the results of photon tracking using the Monte Carlo 
routine for 50nm graphite in ethanol nanofluids at a wavelength of 2700nm. The scatter 
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represents the final position of the photons inside the nanofluid droplet. In other words, the 
dots represent the position of each photon at the time of their respective deaths (fully 
absorbed by the fluid). The photons are incident on the surface of the nanofluid at Z=0. 
Positive Z represents the depth inside the nanofluid. Results show that as particle 
concentration is increased, the penetration depth of the photons decreases. Meaning that 
most of the photons are absorbed closer to the nanofluid surface. This is due to the fact that 
the absorption coefficient of the nanofluids increases as a function of particle concentration 
for any given wavelength. This is clearly evident from Figure 7.14. An increase in 
absorption coefficient reduces scattering probability and enhances absorption within the 
nanofluid.  
 
Figure 7.21. Photon penetration into 1 wt.% 50nm graphite in ethanol nanofluid droplet at 
λ=2700nm. The scatter represents final position of the photons inside the nanofluid 
(photons are incident at Z=0). 
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Figure 7.22. Photon penetration into 3 wt.% 50nm graphite in ethanol nanofluid droplet at 
λ=2700nm. The scatter represents final position of the photons inside the nanofluid. 
Figure 7.23 and Figure 7.24 show the results of photon tracking using for 50nm graphite 
in ethanol nanofluids at a wavelength of 4300 nm. Similar observations are made. As 
particle concentration increases the penetration depth of photons decreases. Results here 
are consistent with those observed by Hogan et al. [124]. However, for the same particle 
concentrations, the penetration depth of photons at λ=4300nm is more than that observed 
for the λ=2700nm case. This is again due to reduction in absorption coefficient as we move 
from λ=2700nm to λ=4300nm (Figure 7.14). Scattering coefficients determined at these 
wavelengths are extremely low and much smaller than the absorption coefficients. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the ratio of absorbed energy to the incident energy can 
be accurately determined by the Beer-Lambert Law.  
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Figure 7.23. Photon penetration into 1 wt.% 50nm graphite in ethanol nanofluid droplet at 
λ=4300nm. The scatter represents final position of the photons inside the nanofluid. 
 
Figure 7.24. Photon penetration into 3 wt.% 50nm graphite in ethanol nanofluid droplet at 
λ=4300nm. The scatter represents final position of the photons inside the nanofluid. 
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We can clearly see that for graphite nanoparticles, λ=2700nm and λ=4300nm are not the 
ideal wavelengths of incident radiation that would provide optimal absorption 
characteristics. However, even at this off-performance radiation from the ethanol flame, 
we still observe the radiation localization along the surface of the nanofluid. To better 
understand the spatial distribution of the absorbed photons, we break the 200-µm droplet 
down into 10 radial shells of 10 µm thickness each. Figure 7.25 and Figure 7.26 illustrate 
the percentage of total absorbed photons in each shell, from the center of the droplet toward 
its surface, as function of radial location for 3 wt.% particle concentration. The height of 
each column represents the percentage of total absorbed photons at the radial depth of each 
shell. We clearly see that as particle concentration increases for both sets of wavelengths, 
the percentage of photons absorbed close to the surface increases. For 2700 nm wavelength 
and 3 wt.% graphite nanoparticles, the resulting nanofluid absorbs 77% of the total 
incoming radiation between the droplet surface and a radial position of 70% of droplet 
radius.   
 
Figure 7.25. The percentage of total absorbed photons, starting at the center of the droplet 
toward the surface, as a function of radial location for wavelength 2700 nm. 
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Figure 7.26. The percentage of total absorbed photons, starting at the center of the droplet 
toward the surface, as a function of radial location for wavelength 4300 nm. 
This localization or concentration of energy with increasing particle loading is caused by 
the enhancement of both scattering and absorption coefficients of the entire nanofluid. The 
increase in scattering and absorption coefficients leads to smaller propagation 
displacements by the photons allowing the photon energy to be absorbed close to the launch 
site (droplet surface).  Similarly, as the wavelength increases from 2700 nm to 4300 nm, 
the photons become less concentrated at the surface. This is again attributed to the changes 
in optical properties (scattering and absorption coefficients) with increasing wavelength. 
As wavelength increases, the scattering and absorption coefficients decrease. This allows 
for deeper penetration into the droplet from the launch site (droplet surface).  
The localization of radiation near the surface of the nanofluid droplet at higher 
concentrations creates regions of local hot spots around the nanofluid droplet surface. The 
localization of added radiation energy augmented by the conduction from the flame 
promotes localized boiling of ethanol. It is believed that this localized boiling at and near 
the surface of the nanofluid droplet promotes faster vaporization of liquid ethanol and is 
mainly responsible for droplet burning rate increase. The particle size does not significantly 
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affect the optical properties (absorption and scattering coefficients) as seen in Figure 9. 
Since the light propagation process via Monte Carlo simulation is highly dependent on the 
absorption and scattering coefficients, particle size has little effect on the penetration depth 
of the photons. 
Based the Monte Carlo simulations, we also examined the energy absorbed or retained by 
the droplet as a percentage of the total incoming radiation. Even though some photons do 
manage to escape the boundary of the droplet, they undergo multiple scattering and partial 
absorption at each of those scattering events before they reach the boundary and escape. 
Therefore, by summing all the fractions of radiation absorbed by the droplet from each 
photon, we can estimate the total fraction of absorbed radiation by the droplet. Results 
confirm that the percentage of the total radiation energy absorbed (absorptivity) increases 
as a function of particle concentration. Furthermore, the results are comparable to those 
obtained through Mie theory. For example, 1 wt.% addition of graphite at either of the two 
wavelengths leads to over 90% absorption of the total incoming radiation. At 3 wt.% 















CHAPTER 8. EVAPORATION OF NANOFLUID-TYPE FUELS 
The current study uses graphite based nanofluids to examine the effect of radiation 
absorption on the enhancement of vaporization rate of nanofluid droplets under natural 
convection conditions. The motivation here is to eliminate the complexities that come with 
nanofluid combustion and isolate the effect of adding near IR radiation to a single nanofluid 
droplet in a quiescent environment. This chapter outlines the detailed experimental and 
modeling results that help us quantify the effect of near infrared radiation on the 
evaporation rate of single millimeter sized suspended nanofluid droplets.  
 
8.1 Experimental Setup  
Figure 8.1 shows the experimental setup used to measure the nanofluid vaporization rates 
under the influence of infrared radiation. The desired volume of the prepared nanofluid is 
suspended from a Silicon Carbide fiber (75 µm). The average initial droplet diameter varied 
between 1.0-1.2mm. The nanofluid droplets were vaporized under natural convection at 
room temperature and pressure. A transparent protective shield was placed around the setup 
to prevent disturbances in the lab environment from influencing vaporization behavior and 
to provide a clean optical access.   
A 2300 nm diode laser is used as a constant infrared radiation source. The beam of diameter 
5mm completely surrounds the suspended droplet providing a uniform blanket of radiation 
energy. The laser provides a constant power of 2mW. A photodiode detector is used to 
ensure a constant laser power throughout the experiment. Backlight shadowgraphy using a 
high-speed camera and a micro-lens was employed to measure and 
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record droplet diameter histories. The spatial resolution was experimentally determined to 
be ~10 µm per pixel. The droplet size histories were used to determine the experimental 
vaporization rates. At least 3 tests were performed for each nanofluid and test condition to 
ensure repeatability of the experimental. 
 
Figure 8.1. Schematic of the droplet steam combustion experiment 
 
8.2 Experimental Results 
In the following sections we will discuss the characteristics of nanofluid evaporation under 
natural convection and near IR radiation.  
8.2.1 Droplet Evaporation under Natural Convection: Effect of Particle Concentration 
Before discussing nanofluid evaporation behavior under near IR environments, let us first 
explore the evaporation characteristics of graphite in ethanol nanofluid droplets under 
natural convection. The suspended nanofluid droplet is allowed to vaporize in an assumed 















laser, and diagnostics equipment provides near quiescent conditions surrounding the 
evaporating nanofluid droplets. Under these conditions the nanofluid droplet size histories 
are recording using a backlight and a high-speed camera. The recorded data is used to 
generate Figure 8.2, which shows the variation of droplet diameter squared as a function 
of time for the ethanol-graphite nanofluid fuels with varying graphite concentrations.  
 
Figure 8.2. Variation of droplet diameter squared as a function of time for the ethanol-
based nanofluid fuels with varying graphite concentrations 
The vaporization behavior of pure ethanol was recorded first so that it could serve as a 
baseline to understand the impact of adding graphite nanoparticles on the droplet 
vaporization behavior. Furthermore, this was done to validate our experimental setup. The 
droplet regression history of ethanol, plotted in Figure 8.2, agrees well with data present in 
literature for the vaporization behavior of ethanol under similar conditions [84]. One key 
observation from the ethanol regression behavior is that under quiescent conditions, the 
droplet diameter variation with time approximately follows the classical D2-Law.    
As we begin to add graphite nanoparticles to ethanol under the same conditions, we observe 






















D2-Law. From Figure 8.2, we see that as we increase particle concentration the “bend” in 
the variation of droplet diameter squared versus time curve becomes increasingly 
prominent. The bend in the curve represents a reduction in the rate of vaporization as a 
function of time. Meaning that as we increase particle concentration, the change in 
vaporization rate through the history of the droplet is more prominent. The effect can be 
better understood if we examine the changes in instantaneous evaporation rates presented 
in Figure 8.3. The instantaneous vaporization rates are indicative of the change in droplet 
diameter squared at every time step considered for each of the experiments. 
 
Figure 8.3. Variation of evaporation rates of ethanol with the addition of graphite 
nanoparticles under natural convection 
Examining Figure 8.3 more closely, we see that for 1 wt.% graphite addition, the 
vaporization rate continuously decreases. We observed a 42% reduction in the vaporization 
rate during the measured evaporation time (from 0.026 mm2/s to 0.0015 mm2/s). 
Consequently, when we increase the particle concentration to 3 wt.%, the changes in the 
instantaneous vaporization rates in even more significant. A reduction of 47% is observed 























1% Graphite - No Radiation
3% Graphite - No Radiation
5% Graphite - No Radiation
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case. The reduction for the 5 wt.% case is even higher (from 0.0304 mm2/s to 0.0015 mm2/s) 
at 57%.  
In short, the experimental results indicate that as we increase particle concentration the 
vaporization rate reduces as a function of time and the deviation from the D2-Law becomes 
more prominent under similar conditions. It can also be noticed that as the D2-Law 
deviation increases, the droplet lifetimes also seem to increase. This is again consistent 
with the conclusions drawn by Gan et al. [84] and more recently by Wei et al. [83] and 
Gerken et al. [82]. There are several factors researchers attribute to this D2-Law deviation 
phenomenon in nanofluids during the droplet evaporation process. All factors are attributed 
to the ability of particles within the nanofluid to aggregate within the interior or at the 
surface of the nanofluid droplet. In [84], the authors attribute this reduction in vaporization 
rate to the impedance of fluid pathways by particle aggregation in the interior of the droplet. 
An increase in particle concentration would increase the degree and rate of aggregation 
within the nanofluid droplet and hence lead to the potential reduction in the transport of 
the fluid from the interior to the surface of the droplet. In contrast, Derkachov et al. [85], 
Gerker et al. [82] and later Wei et al. [83] attribute the periodic reduction in nanofluid 
vaporization rate to the accumulation of nanoparticles on the regressing droplet surface. 
An non-dimensional Peclet number (Pe) was identified as the ratio of the evaporation and 
particle diffusion rates. The value of Pe (experimentally fitted) would determine the rate of 
shell formation at the droplet surface and hence the vaporization rate [83]. The formation 
of the nanoparticle aggregate shell reduces the mass fraction of the evaporating fluid at the 
surface and hence reduces vaporization rate.  
Both hypotheses are valid and backed by strong theoretical modeling. Particle 
interaction/motion within the fluid and their capture by the regressing droplet surface 
reduces the mass fraction of evaporating liquid at the liquid-gas interface, resulting in a 
continuous reduction in nanofluid droplet vaporization rate. It is evident that during the 
pure evaporation of nanofluid under natural convection, particle aggregation plays a 
significant role in determining vaporization behavior and trends. This however, is not the 
focus of current work. Where we acknowledge that particle motion within the nanofluid is 
important, however, for this investigation, we will primarily look at the effect of exposing 
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the nanofluid droplet to near IR radiation (where all other conditions remains unaltered). 
The following sections will present details on our experimental results and computational 
predictions on how IR radiation impact the evaporation behavior of graphite in ethanol 
nanofluid fuel droplets. 
8.2.2 Droplet Evaporation under Natural Convection: Effect of Radiation Absorption 
The effects of adding graphite nanoparticles on the evaporation behavior of ethanol under 
near IR radiation is discussed in this section. Once the droplet is engulfed in the IR laser, 
the high-speed shadowgraphy system using a high speed camera coupled with image 
processing is used to measure the droplet histories of the regressing nanofluid droplets. 
Figure 8.4 - Figure 8.6 show the variation of droplet diameter squared as a function of time 
for the ethanol-graphite nanofluid fuels with 1, 3 and 5 wt.% graphite in ethanol 
respectively, with and without radiation.  
 
Figure 8.4. Variation of droplet diameter squared as a function of time for the ethanol-
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1% Graphite/Ethanol: Radiation 2mW
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Figure 8.5. Variation of droplet diameter squared as a function of time for the ethanol-
based nanofluid fuels with 3wt.% graphite 
 
Figure 8.6. Variation of droplet diameter squared as a function of time for the ethanol-
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Results indicate that the addition of low powered near IR radiation once incident on the 
nanofluid droplet, does in fact effect the vaporization behavior. From the presented 
experimental results, we can immediately make the observation that similar to case with 
no radiation, the droplet regression deviates from the D2-Law. Similarly, the deviation is 
more exaggerated for higher particle loadings. We see that both curves (with and without 
radiation) follow the same regression trend of decreasing vaporization rate through the 
history of the droplet.  
Secondly, we observe a “shift” in the curves when radiation is added to the vaporizing 
nanofluid droplets. It is observed that upon the addition of radiation, the droplets seem to 
vaporize faster. Furthermore, the shift becomes more significant when particle 
concentration is increased and all else remains constant. Meaning that for the same incident 
radiation, a higher particle concentration leads to faster vaporization and therefore an 
enhancement in the initial vaporization rate of the nanofluid droplet. It is hypothesized that 
the addition of more particles allows for more radiation energy to be trapped or absorbed 
near or at the liquid gas interface. This follows the discussion from Chapter 7, where we 
found through Monte Carlo simulations, that upon the increase of particle loading within 
the nanofluid droplet, the majority of the incoming radiation tends to be absorbed at or near 
the surface of the droplet. For these particular evaporation conditions, it is expected that 
the increase in vaporization rate can be attributed to the enhancement in the surface 
temperature of the nanofluid droplet as a result of radiation absorption. An increase in 
particle concentration will there lead to a higher increase in surface temperature, since more 
of the incoming radiation will be absorbed at the droplet surface.  
Finally, we can conclude that despite the addition of 2mW radiation energy, particle 
aggregation still dominates the vaporization process. For the cases where we add radiation, 
we observe that the vaporization rates of nanofluids still decrease continuously till a 
saturation point is reached sometime during the latter phase of the droplet vaporization 
history. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 8.7. The results also indicate that the 
vaporization rate behavior is a bi-product of the competition between the enhancement 
effect of adding radiation to the system and the suppression effect through the accumulation 
of particles and particle aggregates at the droplet surface. In our case however, it is clear 
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that aggregation dominates the vaporization process. This is evident from the degree of 
deviation from the D2-Law mentioned earlier. A low powered laser (2 mW) is therefore 
deemed insufficient to dominate the process. It is however strong enough to conjure change 
in the instantaneous vaporization rates of the nanofluid droplets allowing us to isolate the 
effect of radiation absorption on the vaporization process. A higher powered near IR laser 
could in fact suppress the effects of particle motion, allowing for faster evaporation and 
less time for particles to accumulate at the surface of the droplet. In such a case, it is 
hypothesized that the D2-Law deviation will be minimal and that radiation driven 
enhancement of vaporization rate will be the dominating factor in the evaporation 
characteristics of graphite in ethanol nanofluids. 
The modeling work presented in the following section is therefore an attempt to present 
the effect of only radiation absorption on the vaporization behavior of nanofluids. 
 
Figure 8.7. Variation of evaporation rates of ethanol with the addition of graphite 
























1% Graphite - 2mW Radiation
3% Graphite - 2mW Radiation
5% Graphite - 2mW Radiation
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8.3 Nanofluid Evaporation Model: Effect of Radiation Absorption 
In order to investigate the mechanisms that factor in the vaporization rate calculations, one 
must consider the theory of droplet vaporization. For the purpose of this study, the effect 
of nanoparticle aggregation or accumulation is not considered. As mentioned earlier in the 
chapter, the goal of this particular study is to investigate the isolated effect of radiation 
absorption on the vaporization rate of nanofluid droplets.  
With the assumption of a continuum regime with quasi-steady liquid and vapor phases, the 
vaporization rate of spherical nanofluid droplets can be described using the D2-law [128, 
129]. The equations presented are derived from gas-phase mass and species conservation, 
and liquid-phase energy conservation.  
Species conservation: 
                  Equation 8.1 
Continuity: 
,                          Equation 8.2 
                             Equation 8.3 
Temperature: óò- m^mO = v. y/G mm/ kQ m^m/ + ö          Equation 8.4 
where ö is the added radiation energy into the nanofluid droplet. ö is obtained by curve 
fitting the radiation absorption probability as a function of droplet radius using Monte Carlo 
methods described in Chapter 7. The Monte Carlo routine is solved for a millimeter sized 
droplet, 2300 nm wavelength and varying graphite particle concentration as a function of 
time corresponding to experimental conditions. The resulting polynomial distribution takes 
the form of: ö = ℙ(íy + íQk + íúkQ + ítkú + íù kt )    Equation 8.5 
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where ℙ is the laser power of 2 mW. The energy equation is then solved using 1st order 
upwind discretization methods outlined in the work by Patankar [130] and Courant [131]. 
The solution provides the temperature distribution as a function of both droplet radius and 
time. The variation in surface temperature in particular in the presence of radiation is 
expected be potentially one of the more important factors in quantifying the effect of near 
IR radiation on nanofluid droplet vaporization rate. 
At each time step, the gas phase solution takes the shape of the D2-Law solution presented 
in [129]. The mass vaporization rate, as a part of the gas phase solution, can be written as: 
                Equation 8.6 
where B is the Spalding transfer number, D is the diffusivity of ethanol in air as a function 
of temperature and species mass fractions, and ρ is the density of gaseous mixture around 
the surface of the droplet. The expression can be re-written in terms of the regressing 
droplet surface area [129]: R =	 SDIDE ln	(1 + Zû)                  Equation 8.7 
Assuming negligible temperature gradients in the gas phase, unity Lewis number, and the 
ratio of Sherwood and Nusselt numbers equal to 1, the Spalding transfer number as derived 
by [128] can be simplified to take the form: 
                            Equation 8.8 
YFS is the mass fraction of evaporating species at the droplet surface and YF∞ is the mass 
fraction of evaporating species at a significant distance away from the droplet and can be 
assumed to be negligible. YFS is determined using the well-known Clausius-Clayperon 
equation solved at the liquid-gas interface: ln üa>áü>"Ü = e#Tè y^a†A# − y^Ü@:E             Equation 8.9 
where Hfg is the latent heat of vaporization of the fluid, R is the specific gas constant °¢£ = §1 û•¶û•":ß = 	 üa>áü>"Ü û•¶û•":ß                Equation 8.10 [129] 
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 Once YFS is known, the Spalding mass transfer number can be determined and hence the 
vaporization rate. The liquid and gas phase properties such as specific heat, thermal 
conductivity, density, viscosity, and gas phase diffusion rate of the nanofluid-air system 
can found using methods described in great detail in [132].  
8.4 Modeling Results 
The model is validated first by comparing the droplet regression histories of experimentally 
determined ethanol droplets under natural convection with and without radiation (Figure 
8.8 (a) and (b) respectively). We see that for both cases, the model predicts the evaporation 
behavior of pure ethanol fairly well.  
 
Figure 8.8. Droplet diameter histories as a function of time for ethanol droplets (a) No 
Radiation; (b) With 2 mW Radiation 
Although, we do believe that particle aggregation plays a critical role in determine 
evaporation behavior, however, the current modeling effort is to isolate the effect of 
radiation absorption. Therefore, the role of particle motion and the eventual accumulation 
at the droplet surface and the overall impact towards droplet vaporization has been tabled 
for future research. It is therefore anticipated that for nanofluid cases with no radiation, we 
expect the model to predict a vaporization behavior very similar to that of pure ethanol. 
This is primarily because the particle motion and aggregation is not taken into account. The 
(a)                   (b)
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subtle changes in the evaporation behavior are due to minute changes in liquid physical 
properties such as fluid thermal conductivity, heat capacity, viscosity and liquid density as 
a result of particle addition. The predicted variations in fluid properties upon particle 
addition are not sufficient to effect significant changes in vaporization behavior. This is 
illustrated in Figure 8.9.  
 
Figure 8.9. Droplet diameter histories as a function of time for graphite in ethanol 
droplets with no radiation (a) 1 wt.%; (b) 3 wt.%; (c) 5 wt.% 
Figure 8.10 shows the effect of adding radiation to the evaporating nanofluid droplet in 
comparison with experimental results. As predicted, with the introduction of external 
radiation to the nanofluid droplet, the vaporization rate increases as a function of particle 
concentration. Furthermore, the vaporization rate increases during the droplet vaporization 
process for all particle concentrations. As mentioned in the previous section, it is 
hypothesized that the vaporization behavior is a bi-product of effects of radiation and 
particle aggregation and accumulation at the droplet surface. Once we isolate the effects of 
radiation, the results become fairly predictable. The vaporization rate is observed to 
increase as a function of both time and particle concentration. This is because, as we 
increase particle concentration, more radiation is being absorbed by the nanofluid closest 
to the droplet surface. This leads to periodic heating of the droplet surface in particular. As 
the droplet regresses, the resulting concentration of nanoparticles in ethanol also increases. 
Thus bolstering the effects of radiation absorption at the droplet surface.  
(a)                   (b)         (c)
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Figure 8.10. Droplet diameter histories as a function of time for graphite in ethanol 
droplets with no radiation (a) 1 wt.%; (b) 3 wt.%; (c) 5 wt.% 
Furthermore, it is also evident that the change is vaporization behavior predicted by our 
model is somewhat contradictory to the experimental observations. This disparity is due to 
the fact that in the experiment, particle aggregation and accumulation at the droplet surface 
is the dominating factor that governs vaporization behavior. Reduction in evaporating 
species concentration at the droplet surface as a result leads to decreasing vaporization rates. 
However, to gauge solely the effects of radiation, when we remove particle motion 
considerations, we see that radiation can counter the effect of aggregation and can lead to 
faster vaporization and shorted droplet lifetimes. Hence, we also predict that a higher 
powered radiation source could very well outshine the effects of particle aggregation.  
Perhaps the main reason for the enhancement in vaporization rates of nanofluid droplets is 
the increase in droplet temperature. Figure 8.11 shows the variation of surface temperature 
as a function of droplet radius, and particle concentration at various stages during the 
evaporation process. 
(a)                   (b)         (c)
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Figure 8.11. Variation in temperature within the nanofluid droplet as a function of radius 
at different times in the evaporation history; (a) 1 wt.%; (b) 3 wt.%; (c) 5 wt.% 
We observe that with the introduction of near IR radiation, the droplet heats up. This leads 
to a rise in temperature at both the surface and the interior. Two main modes of heat transfer 
exist within the nanofluid droplet. First is the radiation absorption as a function of droplet 
radius provided to us by Monte Carlo simulations as discussed in Chapter 7.  The Monte 
Carlo simulations provide a probability distribution as a function of radius that states the 
probability of the droplet to absorb radiation at each radial location within the droplet. 
Second, and perhaps less dominant contributor is internal conduction. Once the droplet is 
heated via radiation, that absorbed heat will be transferred within the nanofluid droplet by 
conduction.  
From our simulation results (Figure 8.11), we see that as we increase particle concentration, 
the rise in temperature corresponding to each stage during the evaporation process is higher. 
This leads to higher overall surface as well as internal temperature. This is attributed again 
to the distribution of radiation within the the droplet at higher particle loadings. As the 
(a)                   (b)
(c) 
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particle concentration increases, the radiation absorption becomes increasingly focused at 
the liquid gas interface giving rise to a higher surface temperature as well as a higher 
vaporization rate.  
Moreover, as the droplet regresses, the overall concentration of the nanoparticles in the 
nanofluid increases. This increases leads to a radiation absorption more likely at the liquid-
gas interface. As a result, both surface temperature and vaporization rate are enhanced. The 
highest temperature rise was observed for the 5 wt.% graphite in ethanol case. Here we 
observed a temperature rise of 42 K during the initial 75% of the droplet lifetime upon 
exposure to 2 mW near IR radiation. It is important to note that the rise in temperature 
during the first 25% of the the droplet life has a much higher impact on the vaporization 
process than the latter 75%. This is because during this initial stage, it is hypothesized that 
the effects of particle aggregation aren’t as significant. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
the rise in surface temperature during this stage leads to shift from “no radiation” to “with 
radiation” in our experimental results. After this initial stage, the particle aggregation at the 
droplet surface suppresses the effects of radiation absorption, thus leading to a periodic 














CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED FUTURE RESEARCH 
9.1 Conclusions of Current Work 
The major findings while studying the physical properties, evaporation, and combustion 
characteristics of nanofluid fuels are as follows: 
1. Nanofluid stability is heavily dependent on the type of base fluid. Due to its polar nature, 
higher viscosity and more wetting capability, ethanol based nanofluids are much more 
stable as compared to traditional hydrocarbon (n-decane) based nanofluids. Dynamic 
light scattering results shows that the degree of aggregation reduces with increasing 
sonication time.  
2. Viscosity of nanofluids increase with increasing particle concentration. However, 
changes in viscosity up to 5 wt.% are negligible. Smaller particles lead to a larger 
increase in viscosity for the same weight percentage as compared to larger particle sizes. 
Increased number density leading to an increase in resistance to fluid flow is 
hypothesized to be the main reason for this. Shear thinning is observed for nanofluids 
with high particle concentrations (>10 wt.%). Transition of nanofluid properties from 
Newtonian to non-Newtonian occurs sooner for smaller particles.  
3. Thermal conductivity increases with increasing particle concentration. Consistent with 
literature, thermal conductivity was found to increase with increasing particle size. A 
maximum of 46% increase in thermal conductivity was observed when 10 wt.% 80nm 
aluminum particles were added to pure ethanol. It is also noted that effective medium 
theory as well as established Maxwell’s equation both under predict the enhancement 
of thermal conductivity with increasing particle concentration. This is because the 
thermal conductivity of aluminum is an order of magnitude greater than
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that of ethanol. Because of this, variations to the Maxwell’s equation proposed by 
literature also fall short of the experimentally measured values.
4. The surface tension of DI water, ethanol and n-decane based nanofluids with addition 
of MWCNTs, B, Al, and Al2O3 nanoparticles were studied.  The results show that at 
high particle concentrations, surface tension of the nanofluids increases with increasing 
particle concentration, as compared to that of the base fluids.  This is likely due to the 
increasing Van der Waals force between the accumulated particles at the at the liquid-
gas interface, which increases the surface free energy and cause the surface tension to 
increase.  However, at low particle concentrations (below 3-4 wt.%), additional of 
particles generally has little influence on the surface tension because the distance 
between the particles is large enough even at the liquid/gas interface.  An exception is 
for the nanofluids containing MWCNTs or when a surfactant is added to the nanofluids.  
In such cases, the surface tension decreases at low particle concentrations, compared 
to the pure base fluid.  This is likely because the electrostatic repulsive force between 
particles, which is due to the existence of a surfactant layer or the polymer groups 
attached to MWCNTs, reduces the surface free energy and thus causes a reduction in 
surface tension.  Lastly, the results show that surface tension decreases with increasing 
surfactant concentration, and increases with increasing particle size. 
5. An experiment was developed to measure the latent heat of vaporization, Hfg, of 
selected nanofluids. Additionally, MD simulations were performed by our group to 
calculate Hfg by considering three types of interactions in the system. Both 
measurements and simulations showed that a small amount of nanoparticle addition 
can significantly alter Hfg of the base fluid. The base fluid, however, had little impact 
on how particle addition changes Hfg. The experimental results showed that the addition 
of 3wt.% Ag and Fe nanoparticles in water results is a substantial reduction in Hfg (25% 
and 17% respectively). On the contrary 3wt.% Al addition slightly increases Hfg (3%). 
For ethanol based nanofluids, 3 wt.% addition of Ag and Fe resulted in a reduction in 
Hfg of the resulting nanofluid by 19% and 13% respectively and a similar amount of Al 
addition resulted in an increases in Hfg by 2%. MD simulations helped to determine that 
the strength of bonding between particles and the fluid molecules is the governing 
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factor in the variation of Hfg upon particle addition. The strength of Al/water bonds was 
much greater than Ag/water, resulting in a lower Hfg for the Ag/water nanofluid. 
6. A droplet collision experiment was developed to understand the collision behavior of 
nanofluids. The three major collision regimes outlined in literature were clearly 
observed (coalescence, stretching and reflexive separations) for various collision 
parameters and Webber numbers. It is observed that as particle concentration is 
increased; the collision boundaries are shifted to favor coalescence of the colliding 
droplets. High nanofluid viscosity and higher surface tension are hypothesized to be 
the reasons for this shift. The results indicate that nanofluids have fewer tendencies to 
separate over a wider range of Webber numbers and collision parameters. Therefore, 
in a spray environment, the average droplet diameter is expected to be larger for 
nanofluids as compared to their base fluids. 
7. The burning rate of aluminum, and graphite based nanofluids using a droplet stream 
flame was measured. The observed flame structure was characterized by two-stage 
burning of the nanofluid fuel. The nanofluid droplet burning rate increases with 
increasing particle concentration. Aluminum in ethanol nanofluids showed much 
higher enhancement in burning rate (140% with 5 wt.% Al) as compared to graphite 
based nanofluids (60% with 3 wt.% C).  Burning rate also increased with decreasing 
particle size. The burning rate enhancement is mainly attributed to the strong radiation 
absorption by the nanofluid fuels from the flame. Computational models were 
developed to determine the ratio of radiation retention by the entire depth of the fluid 
(volumetric absorptivity) using optical properties of both the particles and the fluid. 
Furthermore, the penetration of radiation within the nanofluid was quantified using the 
well-known Monte Carlo algorithm. Results indicate that radiation absorption by the 
hybrid droplet does play a role in the enhancement of burning rate. More importantly, 
the absorption is not uniform within the hybrid droplet. It is localized in the region near 
the droplet surface, promoting localized boiling. This mechanism is believed to be 
responsible for the observed increase in burning rate. 
8. The present study on pure evaporation of graphite in ethanol droplet evaporation aims 
to determine the contribution of near-Infrared (NIR) radiation (wavelength 2.3 µm) on 
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the evaporation rates. Experimental results show an enhancement in vaporization rates 
of graphite in ethanol nanofluid droplets in the presence of a 2mW, 2300nm IR laser. 
The initial vaporization rates increased as a function of particle concentration. As 
particle concentration is increased, we witnessed enhanced deviation from the D2-Law. 
This is mainly attributed to the accumulation of particles at the droplet surface which 
leads to a continuously reducing evaporation rate. A theoretical investigation was 
conducted to isolate and quantify the effect of incident radiation on the vaporization 
rates of the nanofluid fuels. The model predicts that with the introduction IR radiation, 
the vaporization rate of the nanofluid droplet is expected to increase as a function of 
particle concentration and time. This is due to rise in droplet surface temperature 
through higher radiation absorption near the droplet surface at higher particle loadings. 
The disparity in experimental and computation results arise from the omission of 
particle accumulation behavior from the computational model. 
9.2 Proposed Future Research 
Based on the experimental and theoretical accomplishments of the present study, the 
following future works are proposed: 
1. Evaporation of nanofluid fuels under strong near IR radiation: 
 
To complement the evaporation work presented in this report, I propose an experimental 
and numerical investigation on the pure evaporation behavior of nanofluid fuels under a 
much stronger (high power) near IR radiation source. The experimental results will further 
illustrate the existence of the competition between the enhancement of vaporization rate 
through the effect of adding radiation to the system and the suppression effect through the 
accumulation of particles and particle aggregates at the droplet surface. Furthermore, the 
model needs to revised to include the effects of particle motion within the droplet. This is 
help get much better agreement between experimental and modeling results and will help 
form a comprehensive understanding of all the mechanisms that contribute to the 
evaporation behavior of nanofluid fuels.  
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Additionally, an experimental investigation is proposed to try and visualize the aggregation 
of particles at or near the droplet surface. Figure 9.1 shows the proposed experimental setup 
to examine the aggregation behavior of nanoparticles within the nanofluid droplet. An 
inverted microscope with 40X objective lens (Nikon, 0.65NA – numerical aperture of 
objective) will achieve a total magnification of ~200 nm. The microscope will take 
nanoscale images at every focal plane in every diametric region with in the droplet. The 
investigators will be particularly interested in how aggregates of nanoparticles interact and 
behave at the liquid gas interface. The experiment will help us visualize the formation and 
behavior of large aggregates during the vaporization process. The effort is aimed to 
understand the physics of how particles behave at the liquid-gas interface. It is the ability 
to resolve the particle aggregation process on nanoscale that would make this study unique. 
 
Figure 9.1. The proposed experimental setup to examine the vaporization rate and 






2. Nanofluid stability and high-pressure combustion: 
Nanofluid science is still a young field with many possibilities. Research including my own 
has only just begun to scratch the surface of that potential. Analysis of particle interaction 
with the fluid molecules has opened our eyes to explore ways we can encounter a major 
barrier holding this type of fuel, that is, its long term stability. The nanoparticles within the 
fluid have a tendency to aggregate with time. Aggregation of particles leads to uneven 
distribution of particles and eventual sedimentation. The molecular dynamics analysis that 
led us to the understanding of particle-fluid interactions and existing knowledge of particle 
motion can be used as a stepping stone for identifying factors influencing aggregation. 
Similarly, the use of advanced techniques such as cryo-SEM could help characterize the 
morphology and size distribution of nanoparticle aggregates. Additionally, techniques such 
as surface functionalization of nanoparticles by surfactants or other stabilizing agents 
should be investigated to help improve the suspension of nanoparticles in nanofluid fuels. 
A stable nanofluid is absolutely crucial for it to be considered for applications in propulsion 
and other energy conversion systems.  
Furthermore, the combustion behavior of catalytic and energetic nanofluid-type fuel spray 
in an engine environment (high pressure and temperature) is still unexplored territory. It 
will be extremely interesting to explore the burning behavior of a variety of nanofluid-type 
fuel sprays with particular interest in ignition characteristics, flame temperatures, 
atomization behavior such as droplet size distribution, spray angle etc., flame 
characteristics such as lift off length and liquid length, as well as particle combustion 
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Any experimental analysis comes with a certain uncertainty due to limitations of the 
experimental/diagnostics equipment or human error. Uncertainty describes the interval 
around the measured value and the true value is believed to lie in this interval. Uncertainty 
analysis gives an estimation of error within measured quantities and is an excellent measure 
of the scatter observed during multiple trials. Since most of our work is based on 
experimental analysis and measurement, it is necessary we explore the uncertainties within 
our experiments (surface tension, latent heat of vaporization and vaporization rates). 
The process we adapted is based on the procedure described in [133]. The uncertainty was 
described by root-sum-square (RSS) combination. This procedure involves defining a 
result, R, that is a function of measured variables, Xi: 
1 2 3( , , ,..., )iR R X X X X=                                                Equation A.1 
each X has its own uncertainty δX. The overall uncertainty of the result R can be calculated 
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∑                                            Equation A.2 
Using the method briefly described in this section, the uncertainties the measurement of 
surface tension, latent heat of vaporization and vaporization rate can be determined. These 
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